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FOREWORD 

This is general discussion of what was done and what was learned in Ex
perimental Case studies of Traffic Accidents and is a report on the entire 
project. It contains information not to be found in the score of reports 
on specific aspects of the project and serves to tie together these aS80ciat
reports and fill informational gaps between them. For sake of brevity, men
tion of material,in the other reports is limited to that necessary to show 
relationships between them. .' " ' , 

This is a guide to the other reports rather than a summary of them. In it 
are frequent references by title and superscrlpt 'number td the other reports 
and to reference publications. These are identified in References28 which 
is published separately rather than with each report, 

In addition to re'ports on various aspects of the Case Studies, a separate 
case report was prepared on each accident studied. These case reports total 
abo~t 3000 pages and are therefore too voluminous for publication but it 
planned to make them available on m'icrofilm. 

'rhe entire collection of reports on the Case studies is concerned with 
three general subjects: first, ideas about accidents and their causes; 
second, problems of studying accidents to try to discover their contribut
ing factors; and third, what was learned about the accidents that were 
studied and how they might have been prevented. 

The,.,.traffic accidents which are described in these reports are only a 
few of the thousands of such accicients which occur daily. All happened in 
a local area. ,Therefore it would be presumptuous to generalize about all 
accidents from this. minute sample. ret examinations of these 'few can give 
us better ideas about accidents than we had b.efore, just as meeting a 
score of people in a foreign land will glve'thetraveller'abroad a new in
sight into the affairs of its inhabitants. 

This general report was prepared after the others had been written and 
the interdisciplinary investigating team which worked on the Case studies 
had disbanded.' It reviews exploratory steps taken and difficulties en
countered. Therefore, in effect, it is the report of the project director 
as chairman of the Operating Committee. 

None of the four other members of this committee appears as an author of 
any of the reports. yet every report reflects the influence of these four 
Northwestern University professors,not only as general guidance for the 
project from its inception, but also in very specifi<t contribttions to pre
paration~ of the reports., a fact that is not separately acknowledged in the 
other individual reports ' , ', 

operaHngCommfttee 
J. stannard 'Baker,p'roj e,ct Dire'ctor 

Robert B. Banks, ph. D., Professor of Engineering Science 
~dward s.' Petersen, M. D;, Asst. Professor of Medicine 

Rob'ertL Watson"pb."i>~"Professo'r of·~ p:sychoTo'gy 
Robert F. Winch;-, Ph. < :Dl ,P.rofessor: of Sociology 

Investigating Team 
Edward R. Jones, Ph. D., original Behavori~l scientist 

H. Laurence RoSS, Ph. D.,' final Behavorial s~ientist' 
Robert B. Mack, M.S .. Enginee.ring SCientist 

Mary F. 'Young, M. D •• Medical scientist 
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EXPERIMENT,AL CASE STUDIES OF TR.AFFIC ACCIDENTS 

A General Discussion of procedures and Conclusions 

by 

J. stannard Baker 

Introduction 

Need for Better Information about Traffic Accidents 

Obvious measures to prevent traffic accidents are being taken widely 
and effectively. FUrther achievement in accident reduction will require 
discovery of less obvious measures which means solving more complex 
problems, especially if accident prevention is not to be increasingly ex
pensive and unnecessarily restrictive in use of highways. 

Scientists, who have considered the matter of trying to find more ef
fective ways to prevent accidents, conclude that we have too few reliable 
facts about traffic aCCidents, and especially about their human causes, 
to attack the problem effectively. 

Although many traffic accidents are not officially reported, in gen
eral they are now reported well enough by drivers and police to tell us 
where and when they happen, who and what was involved, the intended 
movement of vehicles and pedestrians before the accident, and something 
of other circumstances. Such information indicates whethe;r accidents are 
increasing or decreasing and what places and individuals need attention 
because of unfavorable experience; but these routine reports give very 
little information about how and almost nothing about why accidents oc
cur. Hence the neeq to try to find methods of getting better informa
tion about traffic accidents and factors contributing to them. 

At the heart of the difficulty of obtaining informatton about traffic 
accidents is the fact that they do not lend themselves readily to observa
tion .. No oneknows'where or when the next accident will occur People 
involved are not prepared to note the circumstances of a series of com
plicated events compressed into'a few confused seconds. Information 
about the accident must therefore be derived from . its results and such 
fragmentary recollection as the surprised participants and witnesses may 
have. This is a much different situation from that related.to disease, 
fOT example. The ailing patient presents himself to a physician to study 
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the phenomenon as it gradually develops. Medical ·observation and 'study 
may be carried on in a hospital with equipment and personnel for special 
tests and records. The study of accidents has none of these advantages. 

previous Attempts to Se~ll~e Better Information 

Attempts have been made from time to time to secure more information 
about acci.dents and these ha'Ve taken several forms. 

The first is to attempt to glean additional bits of data from the con
ventional police traffic accident reports. These data are to be found 
in descriptions of the accidents on report forms and sometimes on sup
plementary sheets. Such accident descriptions usually involve a primi
tive sketch (rarely to scale) and a hundred words, more or less. The 
phraseology used, points selected for emphasis, and degree of certainty 
of conclusions expressed are matters of inclination 0'1: even whim of the 
officer making the report. They are not specified in instructions or 
training; consequently. completeness and uniformity of described material 
cannot be expected. TWo major efforts have been made to utilize such 
"spontaneous" comments by the reporting officer: Accident causation209 
and Cause Factors in Highway Accidents: A new Methodology204. Both 
of t"hese were constricted by stereotypes of accident factors used by re
porting officers and by the limitations of these officers in deductions 
based on information available to them. 

The second approach to the problem has been made from time to time by 
supplying police with supplementary forms to gather factual information 
for a limited time in a limited area about subjects of special interest. 
Some of these have been quite successful. The most extensive of such 
approaches is that of the Automotive Crash Injury Research of cornell 
University which has been gathering data for a number of years on the 
injury-producing aspects of motor-vehicle traffic accidents. 

The third method is to supplement police investigation of accidents 
with special technically trained investigators. This is often done by 
plaintiffs' and defendants' attorneys when they employ engineers and 
physicians to study the results of accidents which are involved in liabil
ity litigation. But it has rarely been done for research purposes. Near
ly 25 years ago an experiment 'of this kind was reported to Congress in 
Motor':'Vehicle Traffic Conditions in the united States-part 2. skilled 
Investigation at the scene of the Accident Needed to Develop causes. 208 

In 1956 the Sub-committee on Forms and statistical procedures of the 
National Conference on Uniform ~rraffic Accident statistics, reviewed the 
status of accident data collection. The committee adopted a policy of 
distingUishing between accident reporting and accident investigation. 
Reporting was recognized as a menDS of getting the minimum amount of data 

.needed for administrative purposes for the maximum number of accidents. 
This information was limited to objective factual data routinely obtain
able. Investigation,~the contr'ary, was considered to be obtaining 
m~ximUlil informatiJ,m' on a minimum number of accidents for special pur
poses such ~s .... erffor.cement. At the request' of the Committee, a special 
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SuPplementary Field Data SlJ.~et.was designed for recording factual informa
tion collect~d during investigation. The (~ommittee also suggested that 
an experimental form, .. limited to a single sheet, be designed for record':' 
ing opinions and conclusions of the investigator about how and why the 
accident happened. Such a form fflr "Direct arid.Mediate causes" was de
veloped.Experimentswere made with it in..a few cities and states; but 
even with special training in its use, th~, reliability of conclusions 
seemed to be . low and tended to be stereotyped . 

Character of Thj,S Report 

The Experimental Case Studies of Traffic Accidents was an attempt to 
secure more .data from accidents by having scientifically trained people 
study them as soon and as fully as possible. A similar subsequent proj ect 
at Harvard University has been investigating fatal accidents; 

In this report on the Case studies of Traffic Accidents, the first 
section discusses the plan of giving an interdisciplinary team of 
scientists an opportunity to· study traffic accidents intensively as they 
occur without limitation. as to time. General objectives of this fresh 
approach areqescribed and the kind of accidents selected for study are 
specified. . 

The second part of the report reviews problems and experiences of 
data. collection and especially of trying to discover causes of the ac
cidents from the information obtained about them. It is background In
formation for the subsequent parts of the report. This part also con
siders the functioning of the interdisciplinary teanl and the fruitful
ness of the fresh approach. 

1he third part is devoted to a discussion of results: a new opera
tional.concept of accident causes; a more comprehensive procedure for 
determining factors which combine to cause accidents; a more effective 
evaluation of problems and limitations of forming judgments about ac
cident causes; more complete data collection forms; and a review of the 
factors considered to have contributed to the accidents studied .. 

'IbP. final part of the report suggests some possible future develop
ments. 

TWo facts must be kept in mind in.re&d,ing this report. First, it is 
only one of a number of reports resulting from the Case Studies and al
though it is the only one which could be considered an introduction to or 
a summary of the othets, its main purpose is to supply supplementary in
formation. second; neither this report nor any of the others pretends to 
"reveal the secret" of accident causation. The Case studies were only 
one more step toward better knowledge of how and why traffic accidents 
happ~n .. 

oJ 
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.: Considerations Involved in Design 

statistical and Clinical Approaches 

Whatever method is Used to atte tt .' 
tionabout accidents to determine ~gw a~dgather more and better inf()rma-
general approaches to the study of th· . dWhyt th~y happen, there are two 

ese a a WhICh must be considered. 
statistical method. For this '. 

concerning circumstances or factoappr~~c~, certain InformatIon is sought 
. accidents. The circumstances mi rs w IC are supposed to contribute to· 

ist.1cs of the car, or to the dri;~; ,:el~te to the road, to some character
any of many other characteristics In erms of age, sex, personality or 
l~ the same kind of informationf~r :c:t~emitfiis m~e to secure precise-
cldent. Then these dat .. ra c unIt involved in an ac~ 
of the factors are pres:n:r~nm~~i~la~ed s~atisticallY to determine which 
possibly what combinations of facto;~. s un er certain circtlmstances and 

A special kind of statistical a <, h 
roads, drivers or vehic' ppr",ac,. compares accident experience of 
control groups' not havlnle:h~:vIng certalI,t characteristics with similar 
mine which group has mor; freq:e~~~~~~~rl:tics·t ~e·purpose is.to deter
gest conditions which might be chan d t· en s. S. udles of this ki,nd sug-

. ge 0 prevent. accidents. 
Clinical method. !be other ap hi.. .. 

ing the individual accident to de~~~:ne ~ cl1n~ca1. It involves study
draw conclusions from this particular eve t W ant why it happened and to 
be prevented. This approach must be u' d n has t o how such accidents may . 
rare as in the case of marine' se ~ en he a~cidents are extremely 
craft crashes. We cannot wait d~sasters, mme explosIons, and major air
study them by the statistical met~ large numb~rs of these to occur to 
u~ed formally in traffic aCCident ~~dy The M cI~ni~atl meth~ is not often 
mInor to warrant such ex ensive· . " . os 0 he acc~dent~ are too 
traffic acci.dents are te~hniCal1:n,!estlf~ti~n. But occasIonally individual 
1950. on South state street in h lnves Iga ed, for example, the crash in 
a streetcar which killed 34 C icago between a gasoline tank truck and 
hOD" grand Jury composed Of's~~~:t~s. The coroner assembled a "blue rib
for legislative action which might ~;~t:~ ~:pertblio ~ake reconmendations 
of this kind. The interstate ~omme e pu c romfutur~ disasters 
also selects certain kinds of ~ery rceicommission, Bu,:eau of Motor carrIers, 
trucks and buses for study of this :~!d~US accidents Involving interstate 

The.statistical method requires large amount f 
data which is a search for relationship b . th 0 highly standardized 
clinical method seeks special relevant ~at~ ~aematf~al methods. The' 
and searches for relationships by interpretat~o: ~~\h:rdntumber of cases .. a a. 

The Case studies project was t 
to eltherstatistical or Clinica~ome~~~~:ive~tas bei~g strictly limited 
to gather much more systematic f t l' was panned to attempt 
available on accidents Such da~ u~ h~a~a ~han had heretofore been 
enough cases could be ~athered to w:lg t e hreated statistically if 

rran suc treatment. However, it 
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was also plann.ed to go as far as possible in deducing from the informa
tion on each McidEmt how and why it occurred which would be a clinic)al 
study of the individual accident. If such conclUSions could express
edinsufficiently standardized terms, they might be classified and 
summarized. . 

objectives 

When the EXperimental Case studies of Traffic Accidents was proposed 
as a project of the Traffic Institute and Transportation center of North
western University, a number of objectives were stated: 

Develop procedures for collecting information about individual 
traffic accidents, the roads, vehicles, and especially drivers 
involved which will yield case data suitable for use by medi
cal scientists, engineering scientists, and social scientists 
inquiring into causes of traffic accidents. 

Devise a system of forms, indexing, coding, and filing factual 
information on intensively investigated accidents to provide 
effective recovery for clinical studies and statistical treat
ment. 

EXamine the data gathered to determine what tentatIve conclus
ions may'be reached about the nature and causes of the traffic 
accidents studie,d. 

trY to develop some new techniques Qf evaluating the road, the 
vehicle, and especially the people involved which might be useful 
in interpreting the accidents that they have. 

study the problems of drawing conclusions concerning how the 
accidents occurred and why. 

In planning to reach tbese objectives, a number of decisions were made 
with respect to organization and operation of the project. The more im
portant of these will be outlin('~, here and in a later section of this re
port there will be observations on how these plans worked out. 

Interdisciplinary operation 

Experience in the armed forces anq in industry, where interdisciplinary 
"teams" had tackled complex problems, with conspicuous success, suggested 
exchange of, ideas among several disciplines might prove fruitful in the 
case studies of Traffic ACCidents. 

Therefore., a special feature of the case studies was the interdisciplin
aryteam used as the investigating unit. These specialists, from different 
technical fields, were expected to bring knowledge and skills of their dis
ciplines to a first-hand study of accidents. 

Disciplines represented. The first problem in the interdisciplinary 
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approach was to decide how many and h t 
. '. way transportation and accidents ari:i:g ~~eci~~t~es ~OUld be best. High-

range of technologies. Several ki om nvo ve an extremely broad 
plicable; automotive and traffic e::~n~f ~ngin~ering, for example, are ap
mechanical, civil, electrical illumin t rlllg of ~ourse, but also highway, 
aircraft and marine disaste .. , a lon, sa e y and other' kinds. In 
their talents to bear on tr~~~goi~e~.adsco~e or more of specialists bring 
specialists for Case Studies of a In ou what happened. That many '. 
two reasons' first the t Tr ffic Accidents would be unthinkable for 
on relation~ with p~rtici~~:t~ :~ se~~nd, .~heprobable detrimental effect 
over a relatively minor aCCident po ce 1 such a crew were to swarm 
siderations dictated a team of tw~n ~h busy thoroughfare. Practical con
chosen as the most promisin co '. ree, o~ four. Three was the number 
ing more than one represent:tiV:p~~m~. Th~~ smallI number precluded hav-
it required' that each team . e one . Iscip ine. . On the contrary 
technical knowledge. memb¥r be responSIble for a considerable span of 

The elements of the system to b t d' 
the vehicle and the e . e s u led by the team were the highway 
both devised by engi~e~~!e ~nvolved. Because the h~ghway and vehicle ar~ 
cope with them.. He w,Quld' ha;ew~~ !~:!n~ha:t on;. engtlnee~i~g scientist could 
engineering for the road t· . a en Ion .. 0 CIVIl and traffic 
vehicle, and to illumi~atio~ ~:~~~~~~aio;n~o::tomo:lve ?ngin?ering for the 
the key to most accident situations It. . T e drIver IS considered 
creates hazard or manages esca·e· IS gener~l1y what he does that 
hav't' two of the team members SiUd~r~~e it~ t H:~ce d l~ was felt deSirable to 
in accidents, one with medical and one ~i~h be~avr !erl· ~rtPedestrilm plays 
mer Would consider tho" orla In erests. The for-

~:;~~i!;:~~:;::ft~;~~~~~r~i:~:~:~~~~~~if;:~~:~::-::~~i:;f~~!:l 
Having an attorney as a member of th t 

viewpoint represented, was suggested e:e eam, ~r at, .. least having the legal 
number of reasons First ,n urge. JL, was n.ot done! for a 
people who could be on th~ :::m t~~dP~:~tJ~;ii li~itat:o~ on the number of 
ist with enough legal background to co °d ~u l 0 iscoveringa scient-
of his own speCialty Second.t ns~ er. ega problems as well as those 
fic disc.ipline. Thi~d, and ~r~a was obJected th~t the law is not a scienti-
tributing to accidents ShoUl~ be ~~u:~~\~~g~~t, t~t ~as felt that :factors con-
fic law so that as fe b i . s ee rame of reference of traf-
in the effort, to achi:ve ~~w e~~n~!p~~~ventlOnality as possible would be met 

With a small team, outside scienti t d t .. 
many cases. Thus in the case studiess s an echnlclan~ must be used for 
the cars and supplied data on their me~hSk~ll~d au~omoblle mechanic inspected 
a psychiatrist were'enlisted to interpre;nd~;a cO~h iti~n and the services of 
with fewer members would have to refer morec. ga t ere on personality. Teams 

ases 0 conSUltants or techniCians. 
Selection ot' personnel. Because th b d . 0 

ests required when the number of team e ~oa ~angeOf capabIlities and inter-
able freedom for selection Each'memb:~m efrtsh s only three, there is consider-

. 0 e group will have to span several 
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allied technologies, and so might be found with any of several specialties. 
A~;' of several engineering specielties, for example, would be suitable, 
Nevertheless; finding people proved to be more difficult than expected main
ly because so few promising people were willing to detach themselves from 
careers for which they had prepared or in which they were engaged. special 
inducements had to be offered In the form of opportunities to study, teach, 
or work in a clinic. These we1.'e inevitably an inconvenience, although no 
insurmountable obstacle, in arranging investigation and interview schedules. 
From the time the project was approved it was nearly eight months before 
the team complement was complete. After resignation of one member, six 
months were required to secure a replacement. 

The medical representative on the team, a woman, "Ras not a specialist 
but had more than usual interest and training in psychosomatic mediCine. 
The engineering scientist was a civil engineer. The first behavorial 
scientist was a psychologist with special experience and training in human 
engineering problems; his replacement was a sociologist with special inter
est ,in neighborhoods and their development. 

Fresh Approach 

First-hand information." It was decided not to have the scientists 
study material gathered by police or others, but rather to have the scient
ists themselves collect the data from the beginning. BY this means they 
could try to secure whatever information they desired, could have first
hand kno¥Jledge of the problems of getting the information, would avoid 
delays of training special personnel to secure what information might be 
needed, and would be able, during a developmental period, to modify the 
kind of data gathered and the methods of gatherlng it as their study of 
the data progressed. . 

No indoctrination. At .first it was proposed to train these investigators 
in the methods of accident investigation developed for police at the traf
fic Institute over many years; but these methods were for enforcement rath-

. er than scientific purposes and contained mu~h dogma of questionable valid
ity. Therefore it was felt that the possibilities of fresh approaches to 
the accident investigation problem would be more likely to develop if the 
investigators were not indoctr.inatedbut rather permitted to observe the 
phenomenon as closely as possible without guidance. Then they might, so 
far as time would permit, develop original methods of data collection, ob
servation, and re~ording . 

Ordinary Accidents Selected for study 

For several reasons it was decided not to select special types of ac
ciden.tstor study. For one thing, at an early stage of development it 
seemed to make little difference in terms of developing study methods 
whether the \accidents observed were urban or rural, serious or minor. 
Accessibility to accidents was consije!'~d more important than selecting 
accidents by type or locati<:m. It was recognized that most of the ordinary" 
accidents involve relatively minor'property damage but Dunman's studies of 
the "Economic cost of Traffic Accidents in Relation to the Human mlementn424 
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ihd~cate that tbese produce the major econ()mic losses. For the. year 1953 
in the. state of Massachusetts 362,280 drivers and passengers were involved 
in motor vehicle accidents. Of this nuulber only. 0.1% were fatally injured 
while 12.4% were non-fatally injured. '1lIe remaining 87.5% were not injured 
ata11. In terms of accident .costs the total estimated for fatal accidents 
.was $1,642,000 while' the accidents involving only property damage cost a' . 
total of $17, 926,000, or approximately eleven times .. as much. ,such figures 
clearly indicate that1t is the minor accidents involving only property 
damagewhicb constitute the great btilkofmotor-vehicle accidents and are 
responsible for most 'of their economic cost. . 

A further conSideration in choosing ordinary accidents as contrasted to 
the more serious ones was the feeling that it was important to be able to 
talk fullY.and soon with thosei'nvolved. Where the driver is killed out
right; other than post-mortem examination of him, is impossible. When he 
is seriously injured or when the accident involves great damages, by the 
time it is Possible to talk to him, his memory of the events m83' be dis
torted by trauma or clouded by apprehensions with respect to his responsibility. 

In planning the project, which was intended to be completed in less 
than three years, it was not expected that enough cases would.be studied 
to permit much generalization about the causes of accidents.' In comment.., 
ing.on the observations made ;in connection with the 68 people involved 

I in accidents studied there is no implication that these few people and 
their eXperiences are representative of all of the people involved in all 
of the accidents everywhere. . 

Review of Problems and Experiences 

InterdisCiplinary Operation. 

The. comments that will be made here relating. to the interdisciplinary 
approach are based only on the . experience in this project. Under Qther cir
cumstanc.es.and with other people, results might have been different. yet 
knowledge Of this experiment with the. interdisciplinary approach should be 
useful to tbose contemplating similar activities. . 

,'.' 

problems of discipline orientation. When brought together in a jOint 
work· situation, people,' trained in such different disciplines as those're
~uiredto study traffic aCCidents, cannot be expected to merge'instantly 
Into a smoothly ~unc~ioning team. This is especially true when the group 
has a general ObjectIve such as the study of accidents as compared to .a 
specific obJective such. as designinganau1;omobile. EVen with inherent 
good will, it takes time to understand each other's technical' language. ". Such 
~ords ,as perception, illusion,' norm,. and efficiency have enough differences 
In meaning for people with different backgroundstobea source of confusion 
andsometimesmis understanding .. '. Moreover each member of such a team has. some
what.different.ideasofresear.~hand<the form that tbe .results of research 
Should~ake.EV,entuallY t~eyexchange ideas, but such learning to communicate 
takes, tIme .... 8.Ild the. productIon of the "team" falters until it 'is accomplisheit. 
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allied technologies, and so might be found with any of several specialties . 
AnY,of several engineering specialties, for example, would.be suitable. 
Nevertheless, .finding people proved to be more difficult than expected main-

. lybecause so few promiSing people wer.e willing to detach themselves from 
careers for which they had prepared. or in which they were engaged. special 
inducements had to be offered in the form of opportunities to study, teach, 
or work in a clinic. These were inevitably an inconvenience, although no 
illsurmount~ble' obstacle, in arranging investigation an~ interview schedules. 
From the time the project was approved it was nearly eIght months. bef?re 
the te&lll complement was complete. After reSignation of one member, SIX 
months were required to secure a replacement. 

The medIcal representative OiL the te~l a w?man, was not ~ .spec~alist 
but had more than usual interest andtralDing lD psychosomatIc medIcine. 
The engineering scientist was a civil engineer . The first behavor~al 
scientist was a psychologist with special exper~ence and~raining.ln ~uman 
engineering problems; his replacement was a socIologist WIth speCIal lDter
est in neighborhoods and their development. 

Fresh Approach 

First-hand information. It was decided not to have the scientists. 
study material gathered by police. or others, ~ut.rather to ~ave the SCIent
ists themselves collect the data from the beglnnl~g. BY thIS means. they 
could try to secure whatever information they deSIred, . could have fl~St
hand knowledge, of the problems of getting the inform~tlOn, w?uld ~vOld 
delays of training special personnel to secure what lI~formatlon ~llght be 
needed and would be able, during a developmental perIod, to modIfy the 
kind of data gathered and the methods of gathering it as their study of 
the data progressed. 

No indoctrination. At first it was proposed to train t~ese investigators 
in the methods of accident invef?tigation developed for polIce at the traf
fic Institute over many years; but these methods were for enf?rcement ra~h
er than scientific purposes and contained mu~h dogma of questlOnablevahd
ity: Therefore it was felt that the· possibilities of fresh approac~es to 
the accident investiga.tion problem would be more likely to develop If the 
investigators were not indoctrinated but rather permitted to obs~rve the 
phenomenon as closely as possible without guidance. Then they mIght, so 
far as time' woUld permit, develop original-methods of data collection, .ob-
serv.ation, and re~ording. ' 

- . " 

Ordinary Accidents Selected for study 

For seve·ral reasons it was decided not to select speCial types of. ac-
" cidents ,for study. For one .thing, at an early stage . of development It 

seemed .to make little difference in terms of develoPlDg. study me~hods 
whether the accidents observed were urban or rural, serIOUS or mlDor .. 
Accessibility to accidents was considered more important than selectln~ 
accidents by type or location. It was recognized that .most of the o~dlDary 
acctdents inVOlve relatively mino~'property damage but Dunman's studIes ~r24 
the IiEci'ollomic cost of Traffic ACCIdents in Relation to the Human Element 
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indicat.e that these produce them~or economic losses. For the year 1953 
in the state of Massachusetts 362.280 drivers and passengers were involved 

. in motor vehicle accidents .. Of this number only 0.1% were fatally injured 
while 12.4% were non-fatally injured. '!he remaining 87.5% were not. injured 
at all. . In. terms of accident ,costs the total estimated for 'fatal accidents 
was $1.642.000 while the accidents involving only property damage cost a. 
total of $17.926.000; or approximately eleven times, as much. such figures 
clearly indicate· that it is the minor accidents', involving only property 
damage which constitute the great. bulk of motor-vehicle accidents and are 
responsible for most of their economic cost. 

A'further consideration in choosing ordinary accidents as contrasted to 
the more serious ones was the feeling that it was important to be able to 
talk fully and.soon with those involved. Where the driver is killed out
right. other than post~mortem eXaaJination·of him, is impossible. When he 
is seriously injured or when the accident. involves great damages, by the 
time it is possible to talk to him, his memory of the events mliJ' be dis
torted by trauma or clouded by apprehensions with respect to his respon
sibility. 

In planning the project, which was intended to be completed in less 
than. three. years. it was not expected that enough cases would Ile studied 
to permit much generalization about the causes of accidents. lin comment
ing on the observations made in connection with the 68 people involved 
in accidents studied there is no implication that these few people and 
their experiences are representative of all of the people involved in all 
of the accidents everywhere. 

Review of Problems and Experiences 

Interdisciplinary Operation. 

. The comments that will be made here relating to the interdisciplinary 
apProach are based only on the experience in this project. Under other cir
cumstances and with other people , results might have been different. yet. 
knowledge of this experiment with the interdisciplinary. approach shOUld be 
useful to those contemplating similar activities. 

problems of discipl ine orientation. When brought together' in a joint 
work situation. people, trained in such different diSCiplines as those re
quiredto study praffic accidents, cannot be expected to merge instantly 
into a smoothly ~unc~ioning team. This is especially true when the group 
has a generalobJectlve such as the study of accidents as compared to a 
specific objective such as designing an automobile. Even. with inherent 
good will.it.takes·time to understand each other's .technlcal language. Such 
~ords as. perception, illusion, norm, and. efficiency have ,enough differences 

.1n meani.ng for people with different backgrounds to be a source of confusion 
and sometimes misunderstanding .. Moreover each member of such a team has some

.. what different ideas of research. and the form that the results of research 
Should~ake,.Eventual1Y they exchange ideaS,but such-learning to communicate 
takes hme and the production of the "team" falters until .it isaccompl1shed. 
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The academic climate is perhaps less favorable for interdiSCiplinary team
work than industrial, military, or governmental environments. The great em
phasiS put on individual achievement, the premium placed on authorship of fre
·quent publications, and the real or imagined constrictions placed on proced
ures and presentation by specifications for dissertations and professional 
papers all tend to make each member of the interdiSCiplinary group seek 
material in the project for .studies and reports which will contribute to the 
"literature" of his specialty and to his professional stature. Thus, to be
gin with, each member of the team in addition to bringing the techniques of 
his discipline to bear on problems of the joint project, tends to adapt the 
opportunities of the project to the uses of his discipline. It was ap
parently partly this situation that led team members to inSist, for the 
first year -- as examination of the early reports will show -- that each 
should investigate and prepare a report on each case entirely independ-
ently. Other reasons for independent investigation and reporting were 
advantageous: it was a method of testing the team concept by noting the 
degree of commonality of the observations and conclusions among members 
of the team. Interests of team members in identifying their work with 
their respective diSCiplines was also a consideration in preparing a 
number of individual reports on the project rather than one joint re-
port such as would.have been expected from a consulting firm or govern
mental agency. 

Traffic accident investigation is a new experience for all members 
of the team and tends to be disquieting to them. The operation of police, 
quick communication and transportation problems, seeking cooperation from 
people while they are still bewildered from an accident, the possibility 
(which never materialized) of being subpoenaed to testify about an ac
cident in court, and lack of authoritative guides in the "literature," 
are new experiences to which adjustments must be made. 

All these circumstances contribute to the time required for an inter
disciplinary group to learn to work as a team with each member in a speci
fic cooperative role. For the Case studies this required more than a 
year. perhaps less time would have been required if a "fresh approach" 
had not been attempted and the team members had been given some system
atic advance training. 

Need for "instruments". An interdisciplinary problem quickly became 
apparent in the Case studies. The phySician had reasonably adequate 
methods and. instruments for measuring the physiological capabilities 
and condition of the people studied and to classify their physical 
limitations, for example an ortho-rater for measuring various aspects 
of vision. The engineer also had methods and equipment for measuring 
the road and the vehicle to evaluate their capabilities such as the 
friction grip of tires on 'the road surface. But the behavorial scient
ist lacked equivalent methods and instruments to evaluate attitudes, 
emotional stability, skill and knowledge of people. Some tests seemed 
to measure extreme degrees of attitude, for example, that might tell why 
a person could not. get along with others, but not reveal the very slight 
degree of a quality which" would make" the small difference betwee.p having 
an accident and not having one for an apparently normal person. perhaps 
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reqUiremeli';S for personality tests would be less erecting in communities 
with more heterogeneous population than that in which the Case st-ldies 
were conducted. ' 

Conseq~ently both the behavioral scientists on the proJect--first the 
PSYC~Ol?gIst.and later thesociologist--felt the need for new and more. 
s~!cIahzed Instrumen~s for evaluating personality. This need was 
VJ.6orouS~y etpre~sed In propo:;>als to try to develop such instruments. 
~e\Teral lnterestlng special tests were, indeed, experimented withdur
lng the .last phase of the project. They wre briefly. described under 
the subJect of data gathering me~hods. 

The impression to be noted here is that although none of the dis
Ciplines have fully developed techniques available for accide.nt investi
gation, the behavioral sCiences are less well equipped than the others 
to measure accident conditions in which behavioral scientists are inter
ested. Consequently the psychologist or sociologist more frequently than 
the. other team m~mbers feels the need to pause and try to invent new 
devIces ~ohelp In the investigation. This tends to disturb the 
functionIng of the team toward its assigned objective although it does 
have the compensating advantage that it stimulates progress. in develop
ment of more useful instruments. 

EValuation of interd~sciplinary approach. At. this pOint there is 
1ike~y to occur to the Interested reader a question beginning, "If you 
had It to do over again . . ." This is not an easy question to answer 
~ecause S? m~ch depends on the particular individuals Who compose the 
InterdiscIPlInary team, the phySical facilities available to them 
and the intellectual climate in which they must work. However so~e ob
servations may be useful. 

Technical coverage. The greatest lack in diSCiplines represented by 
the three.team members seemed to be that related to knowledge and skill 
of the drIver. Am?ng the classifications of derived accident factors 
developed in the fIrst part of the project, knowledge and skill. do not 
aPJ?ear atho experience, as represented by years of driving does. At . 
t~Is stage, little attention was given to whether the driver could make 
hIS c~ do what.he wanted it to, how well he inhibited distractions, or 
what ~l1S attentlOnhabits were. The factor "habit patterns" was derived 
in only three cases, all in the last third of those studied. "Profic
ienc~" a~peared ~s a factor sit times in the first half of the cases 
studIed and 11 tImes in the latter half. Toward the end of the roject 
as great~r skill developed in trying to account for behavior in fhe ac.' 
cident, Anowledge and skill began to be regarded as more important and 
there was some talk of a knowledge test and a driving demonstration but 
among.t~e 20 fo~ms developed for recording data none was for.evaluation 
of drIVIng abll·lty. This would probably not have happened had a driver 
educator been a member of the team. 

Of the teChnic~l.areas.represented on the team. the medical seemed to 
be the least signIfIcant In explaining the accidents studied. This might 
be due in part to the method of selection of cases studied. In any case it 
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is no reflection on the physician member of the team who conSCientiously 
examined every driver fol" .conditions which might have contributed.. 'there 
were just not many such. conditions. The physician's greatest contribution 
was an 'as inter\Tiewer who not only could elicit information on attitudes 
and emotions but was also adept at encouraging, casual remarks which 
would throw light on how the aCCident happened. Were a two-member team 
to be used, the engineer and psychologist would be retained rather than 
the phySician especially because competent physici!lns to whom certain 
cases could be referred are more readily available. 

,Number of people on team. Except for the lack of someone to give 
speCial attention to driver skill, which has been noted, the three-person 
te8lllappeared to be succlessfuL But for three months, while 22 cases were 
studied, the team was without a behavorial scientist with the result that 
the engineer and phySician had to carryon as a team of two. Both had the 
benefit of having seen the psychologist work and could use the long lists 
of questions which he asked. SO far as data collection does, these two 
could fill in well for the third. . case reports prepared during this period 
are not conspicuously different in content or quality .from those in prev
ious or subsequent periods. Hence, if team members had the benefit of 
training and structured forms~ it seems likely that two could accomplish 
almost as much in data collection as three. This is not to say that 
disciplines could te dispensed with for development of methods, training, 
investigators or analysis of data. 

One scientist for data gathering. It is quite likely that one per
son could successfully gather all needed data. This is common in police 
and insurance investigations of accidents. SUch a person would require 
considerable special training in the Viewpoints and needs of other dis
ciplines to be able to do more than ask questions which had been pre
pared by others and record the answers. If there were only one person, 
an engineer might ~e the most. suitable. It would probably.be easier t? 
train him to seek information for medical or behavorial SCIences than It 
would be to train a physician or psycholog:ist to make the time-space 
diagrams and other calculations for accident reconstruction. . 

An interdiSCiplinary approach to the study of accidents is required 
because·of the great diversity of sCientiflc and technical problems pre
sented by highway transportation. But this does not mean that all the 
data have to be collected by scientists. To continue indefinitely to 
use highly trained personnel for this purpose would not only be expen
sive but would probably be uninteresting as permanent occupation for the 
·scientists. It seems likely that gathering large amounts of accident . 
case data would have to be by speCially instructed technicians collectmg 
information specified by scientists. and supported by specialists to 
whom unusual cases can be referred. Then the role of the scientist in 
one or more diSCiplines is to interpret the data collected. 

This would put the scientist in the position of a consultant rather 
than one who routinely gathers data. It is possible that one or more 
consultants might be used on. each cs.:.:;e. 
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Exhibit 1 

POLICE .AND TEAM DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT 
EARLY IN CASE STUDIES 

,(No. 33.2) 

Research Team Police Report 

General Description 

Vehicle 1, westbound on ma:Ln street Veh 1, westbound collided, right 
Yeh 2, southbound on intersecting front and with left front side of 
side street, intending to turn yeh 2, southbound and in act of 
right and proceed west on main making right turn to go west. point 
street. of impact was in northwest quarter 
Yeh 2 came to stop at stop sign, of intersection. 
then turned right into intersec-
tion, and was struck on left front 
by Veh. 2. 

statement of Driver 1 (Intoxicated) 

Had difficulty standing and gave westbound.at 25 mph. otherwise 
incoherent st ory. gave incoherent story. stated she 

saw veh 2 go through the stop, then 
stated that she didn't see him at 
all unt 11 impact. Might.have had 
left turn signals on by accident. 

statement of Driver .2 

"stopped for sign. Looked both southbound. stopped for stop sign. 
ways. A car on my left (veh 1) Looked both ways and saw yeh 1 
at about 75 ft with left blinker about 75 ft to left with left turn 
on. car opposite me coming from signal on. started to make right 
south just sat there. started my turn tO'go west and did not realize 
turn. Looked to left again and Veh 1 did not make the signaled 
she was about 20 ft away. Next left turn until the impact. 
thing I knew she done hit me." -

The technicians would require considerable training. . The diversity 
and complexity of the phenomena to be observed and recorded i~ such that 
mere completion of a series of self-explanatory forms would be insuf
ficient even if such forms had been designed. The training required would 
be as much, probably, as that of a medical laboratory technician: a year 
orpossi~lY more. The amount of training would depend somewhat on how 
far the technician carried the data collection and study before more high-
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ly trained sc.ientists took over its analysis. But the technician would 
have to do more than fill in answers to factual questions on a report form; 
he would have to be able to recognize and act on subtle clues that develop-
ed in the course of investigation. 

Fresh APproach 

The fresh approach was intended to afford an opportunity fo? original 
ideas about accidents and accident investigation to develop. Would ~ore be 
gained by letting the team start from the beginning without preconce~ved 
.notions or by teaching them customary methods so that they could be~ln where 
others .had left off? Had all members of the team been ready to begIn at 
once, all would have started without studying what has b~en written on.the 
subject.· AS it was, during several months between the tIme when the flrst 
team member and the last one was available, considerable...study was done 
which resulted in two preliminary reports: Intensive Investigation of Be
havioral Aspects of Traffic Accidentsl and Medical APproach to Intensive 
Investigation of Motor-vehicle Traffic Accldents. 2 

However team members did not refer to such how-tb-do-it publications ftS 
the Traffic .Accident Investigator's Manual for police~lp, ,the model matched 
forms for traff1c accident investigation, IIniform DefInitIons of Motor Vehicle 
,Accldents108, or other accident investigation training material avail-

. able at the.lnstitute. . 

The fresh approach yielded fewer new ideas than hoped. perhaps it 
was expecting too much that even scientists, from outsid~ th~ field of 
highWay transportation should, within a year after enterIng ~t, have 
taught themselves enough so that they might significantly augment or 
amend existing knowledge. But failure to develop wholly new concepts 
and techniques has a conforting aspect: it shows that the thinking done 
on the subject. of accident investigation before was probably not far 
wrong. 

police practices. There was an interesting result.of putting th~ team 
to investlgatingaccidents with the police after so lIttle prepar~tlOn. 
The team new at investigating, picked up many ideas from the polIce, 
who were' old .hands at taking charge and g-etting information at the scene 
of an accident. perhaps the team was unaware of how much police technique, 
"rubbed off" on them, but it was reflected, for example, in th~ ma~er . 
in which they described accidents as illustrated by the comparIson In 
Exhibit 1 from an early case. 

Narrative reports. The team understoo<;i, from Air Force reports, for 
example, that often' much ~more was to be learned about the accident from 
the part of 'a report foll'owing the heading, "Describe what happened" 
than from the marked boxes and filled-in lines of a form. FUrthermore, 
a narrative report is the customary way of recording information result
ing from clinical studies. Hence the first reports of investigations 
were entirely in narrative form with a complete and independent report 
by each of the three meinbers. of the. team. 

, 
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But the number of i~ems about which each member of the team wanted in
formation for his discipline and also for his general report of the ac,-

. cident was large. To avoid forgetting to find out about some item for 
which information was wanted systematically for .every case, each team 
member prepared a lengthy questionnaire or form. This also simplified 
recording the data gathered. Information from these structured wor.king 
forms was then rewritten in narrative for the case report. 

The three separate reports served a useful purpose at the beginning. 
They enabled each team member to see what observations others had made 
which he had not and led him to strive to anticipate the observations and 
comments of those studying the accident from the viewpoint of..another. dis
cipline.This experience was valuable during the period ,when" the phYSician 
and engineer had to carryon for all disciplines. But as the ,resultlng 
three-fold reports began to reflect the broadened scope of comiJ'ijt~ijce' of 
each member, they became increasingly alike, repeating the same informs.' tion. 

·.-~t, i ,; The attempt to extract Similar information for each case fl"omt}lree nar-
rative reports to be tabulated in the first progress report proved tedious 
because the narrative form provided lib regular place to look for the re
quired facts. Hence at the beginning of the third phase of the project, af
ter 54 cases had been studied, the individual narrative reports were abandon
ed in favor of 18 one-page data sheets. Tbese were an elaboration of the 
Traffic Institute's two-page form for Supplementary Field Notes115 recommend-ed to police. . 

Independent derivation of contributing factors has already been mentioned 
in connection with disciplinary orientation. This served a useful purpose at 
first in showing how much difference there was among the team members of 
the conditions they thought of as contributing to the accidents. Later, 
the factors were determined in a joint conference of the team. EVen so, 
the general method was to accept factors which were obvious from the cir
cumstances of the accident, and also consider as factors any unfavorable 
conditions of roads, vehicles, and espeCially those of people. 

In the early stages of the project, little thought was given by the 
team to an operational analysis of the accident, but during the last 
phase, this was called to their attention and time-space diagrams began 
to 'be used. These were improvements over those described in the 'Traffic 
Accident r~,?!"estigator' s Manual for Police. 115 

A systematic tloperational analysis" for determining related behavior 
and condition factors contributing to an accident was develoPed during 
the project but too late to be used on more than a very few cases. This 
analysis ~ill be described later. Had the Case Studies continued, it 
would have been systematically applied and thorough~,y tested. 

Evaluation of the fresh approach. The investigating team felt its 
way for about a year, investigating a series of accidents and then paus~ 
ing to take stock ·of techniques and consider revisions. It is probable. 
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Data Collection 

. . f b ' data on accident causes are not obscure. 
Reasons for the P~UClty 0 a~~cinformation about traffic accidents is 

None of the threde m8JorhsoC~~~:~ information. They are designed only to intended to pro uce suc. , 
yield information for certain administratlVe purposes. 

d . d to meet legal reporting Driver's reports are on si~~le f~~m~ v:~~g~~all space for describing how 
requirements. The forms prov e on t' to report why it hap-
the accident happenedda~d rar~lyo~~:~e~!na;~:;~e~gbe e~pected to supply 
pened. FUrthermore, r vers nv. do not know what happened or why; 
reliable information. oftenthth~y Stlmpi!s are usually strongly biased even but even when they do know, elr s or 
though their reports are legally confidential. 

th those from drivers because most of police reports arelittleb~e~te~ fr~ the drivers and is therefore sub-
the information on. t~em is 0 aIne rt forms used are almost identlcal. 
ject to the same llm~tations. The rep~ on the police traffic accident 
Information in additl0~ to th~t appear n~i ations is usually collected to 
report obtained by polIce acCIdent inves g shed light on circumstances sur-
prove that a law has been viol~tet. o!tt::-Vphystcal results of the accident; 
rounding the accldentt, partiCUtarrarely record in a systematic way any con-. but police Investiga ion repor s 
clusions as to reasons for the occurrence. 

Records of insurance co~p~i~~ ~rovid~ datar!O~r~e~~~:i:~~~hP~~S!e~~ 
negligence a~d amo~nt of llab~llt~. t~:s~~:t: m~terial collected varies 
like that whIch the driver ma es 0 . 'I t ness and so is of 
enormously from one accident to another In comp e e it is almost 
little valu~ for broad sta~istical treatmeni~ ~~~~e~~~~:~atic study 
never organ~zed or stored In ~uch a way as p . irrelevant material 
without immense labor in sortlnf

g out re~~~:n~ai~o~o provide desired inand discarding large numbers 0 cases w 
formation. 

Three kinds of information appear on reports of traffic accidents: 

1.. Identifying a a suc d t h as names, addresse~, location, and time . 
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~ctual data about circumst 
can see, hear, measure ho:ceS.These are what the investigator 
~!atemel!ts of people. 'Tge graph ~r obtain from matter-of-fact 
L~me ana place of the acci~e~e det~rminable conditions at the 
tlga~o: can examine the accidenor ~s so?n afterward as the inves
~~ndltI?nS, n'1 question is rais!dsltu~tIon. In reporting these 

e accIdent. as 0 whether they contribute to 

3. C?nclusion~ concerning' events or " 
CI~ent. These are opinions of condItIons contributing to the ac
WhICh were not observed and per~omeone concerning circumstances 

aps could not have been 
The nature of the re ort d ' . 
!e~~~hthat it contai~s. T:!e~;::::,!h;eP~~portion of these three ingred
study so~ of NO.2 and possibly a littYe tfOf his accident 1s mostly No 
practi~~llyenotherfhand might be mostly No 03 ~it:; the report of a case' 

one 0 No.!." some of No, 2, and 

, For purposes of investi ti . 

~i!:i~ghr;i:~i~it::~~:ff:i!!;Ejfl:k~;#;tEf:ff:#;;r.:;f:f~;I 
ever feeble and misguided it ma; ~he, result ?f the "Clinical" study dy h 

e In a partIcular case. ' ow-
Factual data of some kinds , . 

type of vehicle, kind of road ~d v::r." easy to get, Such things as the 
~~~~df~~i~:m~le ~tbS~rvation ~das ~~c~fo;h:u~~i~e~ are r~adilY determin-
to teo alned. Other kinds f f a a as mIght be required 
theg~o~dfO~~xample~ the quality of bra~e f~~i~al data

t
are ~ore difficult· 

measurem~nt ra~g~;c:allY the skill and attitude~ :o:iV~; Illumination on 
ments and skill in t~an simple observation and therefore s. ,The~e require 
obtained b· ,e use of such instruments specIal Instru-

~~:e:~!ta!~r~~se~:~~~~~i~di!n:~;~~dc~ ::t~:t~in~~te~~~lf;t:e~~i~: ~~~ be 
earn to recognize th r some kInds of infor t' 

pavement, furrows in the r d ~dmeaning of skidmarks, scuffs ma ~on. 
of glass just oa SI e, collapse of car t. ' gouges In the 
dens and buria:sm~~~~:o~~gig!s r:cognize the tell-t:l~u~~~!:, O~~i~h~tter~ng 
Furthermore, one must b na ure of pottery shards and' c en mld-
~~tt:s~spected facts a!da~~er!~o~~r=:ecL!::SaOf qUestiOn1n~I~~~F:~~~'bring 
ience ay that person speaks. These skills dS t~ the informant's certainty 

. . eve op with study and exper-

Reliability of fa t I 
reported with ? ua information is hi h ' 
mistake ' out prejudice, There may be g. CondItions are generally 

s In recording and th errors in observin 
i;~:e~foe~~~~i:el~n~e!ermina~f: ~:~o~:at~~~v:~::n!s o::sif~sf ~~tC~;r~:l 

, 0 on are well reported. ' Ime, weather, 
EXisting police and dr' Iver reports ar I' 't 

e ImI ed to the two sides of a 
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single sheet. Much of this is required for identifying information. Ap
proximately a. score of factual items are regularly called for. A few 
more are usually sUpplied by the general description but not systematical
ly ·for all accidents. The ordinary police report, therefore, is of little 
help in answering most of the questions which are being asked today. For 
example, someone wants to know whether substandard brake fluid is a fac
tor in accidents. To find this out, one would like to know, among other 
things, how many cars in accidents had substandard brake fluid. TO get 
this systematically, the brake fluid in each car in an accident would 
have to .be tested. Or suppose that one wanted to know how drivers in ac
cidents had learned to drive. several questions would be required on an 
accident report to establish useful· data for this purpose. police are 
reluctant to add items to their accident reports, especially i~ these serve 
no immediate purpose. The tendency in recent years has been to reduce 
rather than increase the data routinely collected by police relating to 
~cMe~s. . 

statistical requirements. TO find out by statistical analysis what 
factors contribute to accidents involves amassing enough data so that factors 
which. only occasionally contribute will appear in tabulated results. Data 
relating to anything that might conceivably contribute to accidents in any 
way could be collected. Because highway transportation is complex and di
verse, and because accidents involve many aspects of it, the amount of pos
sibly pertinent data is immense. usually data are required also for non-ac
cident situations for comparison.' If there are 500 items about which in
formation is wanted, that is 500 variables that might contribute to ac
cidents, all the data have to be searched for each of these 500 variables. 
If, then, one of these variables appear in only one p,ecident in a thousand, 
a thousand cases will have to be collected to get an even chance of find
ing one case of this condition contributing to an accident and perhaps a 
hundred. times this many to have it appear frequently enough to be establish
ed as a contributing factor through statistical processes alone. Many fac
tors apparently appear infrequently. Hence the strictly statistical search 
for contributing factors promises to be an enormous undertaking. 

statistical analysis is quite different from simple tabulation. The 
record of factual information about ELCcidents without statistical study of 
extremely large number 'of cases, tells little about how and why accidents 
happen. Mere tabulations of such data lead the naive to assume incorrect
ly that all the reported unfavorable conditions had ca.usal connections with 
accidents. BUt the reported fact that it was raining, for example, does not 
mean that had it been dry there would have been no accident. 

Wbether any observed pr reported circumstance did or did not contribute 
to an accident would be a conclusion and therefore the third kind of informa
tion that might be in an accident report. Because this is'a special subject 
of inquiry in· the case studies, the next section will be devoted to it. 

Determining Wh_at Factors contribute 

Not .. aU> the information called for on accident reports, is factual and 
objective. In the hope, of getting at factors which contribute to accidents, 
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questions asking for conclusions concerning causes have been put on accident 
report forms for many years. These call for information about law viola
tions, speeds, mechanical defects, and other matters which are rarely ob .. 
served accurately and are often the subject of 'extremely, biased statements. 
The lack of reliability is often obvious when comparing reports of two 
drivers for the same accident. Each, for example, may report that he "en~ 
tered the intersection with a green light. Nearly every driver reporting 
shades his estimate of his oym speed downward at least to the speed limit. 
Conclusions with respect to tire failure and mechanical defects are so 
suspect that they are no longer provided for on the standard summary of 
Motor Vehicle Accidents. More ,than two decades ago the author, searching 
for signs that drivers explained falling asleep accidents by blaming mechani
cal defects, tabulated by hour of day all driver-reported steering-gear fail
ures occurring in Massachusetts fora year. 'Ibese failures should occur 
roughly in proportion to volume of traffic, giving the greatest number at 
the peak hours between five and six in the evening. The driver reports 
showed nearly 60 per cent of "steering gears" faUing between teu P.M. and 
two A.M. 

, Police reports are ,doubtless more reliable than driver reports, but po
lice rarely witness accidents and therefore obtain most of what they report 
from drivers involved. They usually accept any uncontradicted driver state-
ment which is not preposterous. ' , 

Not only are conclusions concerning contributing factors unreliable, 
but they are also incomplete. Rarely is more than one condition--the most 
obvious--reported as a contributing factor in an accident. Many conditions 
and actions which are difficult to detect go unmentioned, for example, 
driver attitudes, driver skill, and delayed perception. With such unsatis
factory conclusions tabulation of "contributing factors" from ordinary po
lice accident reports is unwarranted. such data should be rejected. It 
might be misleading and so do more harm than good. To secure conclusions 
concerning contributing factors in individual accidents that would be worth 
tabulating, much more refined methods of forming these conclusions would be 
required. This would be the clinical approach. 

The objective of case study of an aCCident is to identify for the case 
studied the combination of contributing factors which caused the accident. 
To achieve suchan objective is difficult and requires intensive investig,a
tion., 

History of a few seconds. Intensive investigation of accidents SUCIl as 
that in Case studies is the careful study of a minute segment of history, a 
matter of a few seconds in which the series of events that we call the ac
cident takes place. As in any attempt to explain history there are vestiges 
of the events remaining. In the case of accidents these are the damage, in
juries" final positions of vehicles, and marks on the road or roadside. 
There are also recollections of those who were there. Because such people 
were unprepared to note what happened, their observations may be fragmentary 
or even illusory. Their recollections may be confused, or what they say may' 
be designed to shift blame for what happened. Like the historian, the ac
cident investigator must gather what information he can about the period. He :1 

'f 
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must try to separate fe£t and truth from misinformation and unwarranted as
sumptions in statementf, of drivers and other participants. Then comes the 
most difficult and important step. He must patiently go.as far as he feels 
he safely can in deducing from the facts'he has what must have been the na
ture of events of the accident and conditions which would produce those . 
events. These are the contributing factors being sought. In coming to these 
conclusions the investigator mmt stay clear of outright speculation or if he 
does sp~culate, he must state that he has done so and. label speculative con
clusions as such. All this is no easy task. 

Data in the form of systematic or specialized observations is the neces
sary basis for either statistical study of large numbers of accidents ?r 
the cause analysiS of an individual accident. Both techniques are limlted 
by the quantity and quality of the facts available. We are concerned here 
however mainly in the problems of drawing conclusions from whatever data 
have ,be~n collected, for this is the point at which ideas concerning 
contrib.uting factors emerge. 

In the first phase of case Studies, each member of the investigating 
team independently drew his own conclusions as to what conditions of the 
road, driver and vehicle contributed. The contributing conditions seem 
to have been derived in two ways: 

1. BY considering what conditions would be likely to produce an ac
cident of the kind. 

2. BY noting musual or abnormal condit.ions ~d conside:ring how they 
m~y have possibly contributed. 

The first of these derives from circumstances of the accident; the second 
from examination of road, car and driver. 

A comparison of conclusions developed by each of the three team members 
working independently is interesting. In the first 32 cases 93 factors 
were noted by only one or another of the three; 44 were noted by two; and 
15 conditions by all three22 . With independent consideration of essential
ly the Same circumstances, the fact that all three came up with the same 
factor only 15 times and quite different factors 93 times has severalim
plications. It might be due in part to expressing the same idea in slightly 
different terms which would cause them to be separated in classification., 
This probably accounted for some Qt the difference, but.mos~ of the "fac
tors" were chosen to fit a previeu5ly prepared "Classiflcatlon. of Elements 
CharacteriZing the Human Factors Aspect of the Accident Process, lilt and S? 
the tendency was to use the same bs\sic terminology and groupings. ~he dlf
ference therefore suggests also that different members of the team looked 
for and recorded different types of factors, and that the report of each 
member was likely to represent a different combination of factors as causes 
of the accident. 

If, ui\der these favorable conditions, dependability and completeness of 
deterliiining factors is low, what must it be in the casually recorded opin-

11 
,----________ ~_ .. I .... _____ ------... ··-· 



. . ions ofordi~8.fY accident reports? And how much can we trust tabula~ions 
ofthl;l.tsuch.,.o~inions? ',', ' '.,', " '. ' .. 

Later.ill the casestudiesjindellenderitderiv~tion of. factors by team ' 
members was stipt:!rsededby gr,oup discussion but the methods of approach, , 
s~.emed to pe essentiaLlythesame.A,s ski11sincreasec:l, there was probably 

. soniewhathi~h~rconcurrence. In general, any .factor Wa.s .then iIiCluc:ledtf. 
it was suggested by any team member. . 

'Ihe problem of deriving contrIbuting factors becomes complicated when 
one nexpertu believes that, a factor contributed and another disagrees. ,,'Ibis 
issuewas.rarely raised among team members tn,the case St.1XIies, but it' fre~ 
quentlycomes up in litigation arising from acc1d~nt$. One case (No. 120.1) 
W111 lllustrl\te the problem .. ' . 

.A woman pa.rked on a narrow street Just beyond an'alley which did not con
Unue across the streeL She discovered that she was in a no-parking zone 
and deCided to turn around and go back in the direction from which she 
came. To do .this she proposed tobf!,ck to her l~ft. across the street and 
thengofol;'wal'diuto the alley. She backed and turned but bUmped into a ; 
retaining wall behind her on theoPposites1de .ofthe street. ' Then she 
drove forward, ,hut instead of turning into the alley as planned, ran irito 
a building at the entrance to the alley. Here is what she said about the . 'accident. . 

n. ' .• Before I had a chance to get Jl(Ywheelaround to run doWn the alley 
I was into the corl}.erof the building. As! Ilulled fo~wardthegaspedal 
seemed to stick. 1'm sure I didn' t stepan the pedal~s I.Woulqhave no 
reason to. Any the engine roared and in the space of about eight feet I 

. slammed into the building •..•.. Just after I had gotten into drive I stepped 
on the gas a little bit, ahd whaml ..... Ijust didn't d() JUJytl:llng, I$at 
rigid, really .. I just remember this one little thing. I thought _ JI(Y 

left foot -it hacl to go that fast,yousee. My left foot, what cant 
do? You see that's a· k~nd of hOldover from the old' waywfien we usedt() ., 
brake with our left foot. ,I)idll'twe used to brfl,ke with our left foot? 
Before power steertng~ .... but I just do remember thatthe,.car Wf!,S roar-, 
ing away, and I thought what did I do with my left foot and there I was. 
And why that left foot,. I don't know. It was, aSlsaid~ i case ofa ~ 
ju~t panickinga.bit,· you see .. _.Because the car roared:"-:that was why I,' panicked." . . . ' , '. 

Examination of the clJ,r atthe.sc~ne~howed thf!,t the accelerator push 
rod wouldnotmQve fre~ly up andqown.FU:rth~rexiUDin&.tiqnat tltegarage . 
showed that the push rod could pe moved llpand' down butwouldrellJaih in . 
whatever'Ilositioll it, w~smoved to.. Theacce~el'atorpedalwas .bent down" 
clear to the floor between the rubberbumpez:, underneath 'it;'at the .toP.and 
its, hinge at" thefJ,ool'., The' engine hlid.been shoved back by thecoliision 
until the distribll"lior made contact with'part of· the verticalshaft'which 
links the push rod with thecarburetor~ " When this contact was . released 
and, the ,pedal.,was"straight~~ed ,()ut, the~cele~~to:r ,push rod moved freely. 
There was. no' sign of binding. ·· .. 'Iheretul"nf;prings"el'e in place an(fwOuld. 

'close the throttle 'when pressure ori the pedal was released •. 'Tberewas no 
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,mechanical.indication, that the acceler~tor had stuck or would stick. The 
bend :In.. the pedalindlcated thl;l.t it had been subject~d to heavy pressure . 

.' Thereseemed~obe no explanation for this except force on the pedal by the 
.' dr:iyer~ . Thistorcewould. not have to be more than 115 pounds. 

The issue he~e is simple~ Did the accelerator stick, or did the driver 
press on the accelerator thinking she had her foot on the brake? If the 
former is the case. factors in the acc~dent must be sought in desi~ and 
maintenance features of the car, for the driver was a helples~ ViCt1~. If 
the latter was the case" factors must be.sough~ in the operatIng habIts and 
skUls of the driver and in the car only to the extent th~t arrangement of 
controlsmlght not give the "feel" that would tell the drIver w~ether her 
foot was on the brake or the accelerator. Accident factors der~ved, there
fore, differ greatly depending on decision about this cri~ical ~ssue. . 
Whether the decision be truth or false, resulting conclusIons fmd theIr 
way through tabulations. into statistics relating to causes of accidents. 

'. Tile reason~forbelievingthat the accelerator stuck were th9,t the driver 
said' "The gas pedal seemed to stick" and that after the accident.~he 
acceierator push rod would not move freely up and down. To explaIn why the 
pedal was bent it was theorIzed that wheQ the car hit the wall and stopped _ 
suqdenly,the drlvercontinued forward· and s9 pressedd0li1:l hard to brace her 
self. 

There are equally good reasons for believing that th~ acc~lerator did 
Ifot stick. After pressure ('In the linkage caused by engIne dIsplacement 
in thecolHsion was releaSed, thepush~rod worked freely; the.re was n~ 
mechanical Sign of sticking and repeated ~peration would not induce stIck
ing .. Normal pressure on the acce lel'at or for the intended forward movement 
would not make the engine "roar" if the. acce~erator stuck at. the point to 
which it had been depressed. Either there wou~d have had to be pressure on 
the accelerator enough, to "floor'" it or someth1n~ would have ha~ to cause 
the acceleriitorby itself to open the throttle WIde. If the driver had her 
foot on the accelerator when she thought it was on the brake, effort to. 
slow'the car would increase its s~eed, furtherat~empts to Ilbrake".would 
make. the engine roar. ' Pressure for maximum. stoPPIng would, fo~ thIS woman~ 
provide up to115lbs~ necessary to bend the pedal. The woman s own state 
ment'shows that she is a Uttleconfused about the pedal arrangeme~ts. Th~ 

'driver'had about .2.4 seconds·from the timesh~ startedfor~ard un~ll she. hIt 
.thewa·ll to take' evasive action. This is enough under ordInary cll'cumstances 
. to apply thebr~ke,_ and application of as much pressure on the brake as _ 
would be required to bend the accelerat~r pedal would have stalled the e~ 
gine or at least substantially reduced 1 tsroar,. The accelerator ped~l m 
this particular, car is nearly the. sameheight,as the brake pedal.~d IS 
closertd .it than on most cars; consequently the feel of the pOSItIOn would 
give the driver "less clue as to where her foot was. 

'!he engineer on the team offered the following as .a fac~orinthis acci-
dent; "The. accelerator stuck With the result that the engIne roared an~ the 

.. dr'iver QecaDle paD:ic ~trickeri . .II, other members of the, team def~rred to hl~ d 
Judgement and so that is how the matter stands in the tabulatIOns of Derive . Fac:cors,22. . 
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" statements of drivers and pedestrians. Participants ill theacc1dentmust 
furnish much of the information about . how the accident happened .. ' Of this in
formation some will be factual and some will be. false.. Sorting out the . 
factors is extremely important and often difficult. This was the problem in 
the caSe in which the woman said "The gas pedal seemed to'stick." 

,'Ihe 'problem becomes mQre complicated when two or more inVestigators in..; 
terview the same driver and receive different stories. Which is' to be be
lieved?, ". The accident factors derived by one investigator m83" differ from 
those of the other. This can occur even when the driver has every assur
ance that his statements will beheld confidential and when interviewers 
are expert, as anexamplefrOll1 the case studies will illustrate. ' In this 
case (No. 73.2.1) the driver explains what he did when he saw the car ~p_ 
proaching from the opposite direction to make a left turn. 

statement. to phySiCian: "1 travel that street evert night. Ididn' t 
think she was gOing to turn. When t saw it, I put my brakes on. There'S 
one thing I can say and that is I alw83'shavegoodbrakes; but it was too 
late. After she struck my car ... . . " 

. Statement to psychologist: "1 was eaStbound --not very fast-- and I 
came to the intersection. I stopped because the other carstopped,and 
then I proceeded through because I noticed sh~ was not going; and when I 
got three quarters of the way through, I got clobbered." 

The above statements were made within an hour of each .other in the same. 
room. Did. the driver stop and then go ahead, or did he not? What onec()n
eli.tides about how the accident occurred and why depends 01'1 this. In this 
caSe, there were physical signs in the fQrm ofskidmarkswhich, by accident 
-reconstruction methods, confirm tbe first statement. . 

studying reliability of conclusions~ .If the objects of case study-
derivati.on of contrlbutingfactors--:-is to be achieved, reasons fo;rlack ' 
of reliability in the results must be sought and methods devised to improve 
this reliability. ,Because the end results are cgnclusions, we must consid
er how the conclusions are reached. This is not»illy a problem in Case 
studies .for research purposes, but it is also one which had been met before 

"at t~e. Traffic Institute and elsewhere in developing methods. of determining 
law violations and negligence in connection with aCCidents. There is a dif
ference, however. In the C8$estudles, so fal-as they went, only conditions 
were derived as factors;. whereas for law violations~ and negligence the con
clusions re~ate largely to behavior. 

In considering this. problem both in connection with.Case studies and other 
work, a. number ofcircumstancesm83'haveinfluenced the thinking. processes 
which. are involved in reaching the required conclusions. . 

1. Intuitive conclusions. 'lheseare id~asthat pop into one's mi.nd.and 
are acceptable to the investigator himself $Od others with confidence 
in .him because of his. experience. . 'lhese are notex8ctly off-the-cuff 
opinions 'but rather a form of "expertlzing." Wey may beexp:ressed 
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by anybody from taxi drivers to 'scientists, .. If. one does this frequent
ly; the ideas that come up become ,stereotyped or s~Y1ized at least f~r 
certain situations. Thus every r1ght-angle co~lislOn at an intersec 
tionm83' be categorized simply, as failure to YIeld right of W83'. 

",:, , ": .,', " , . . 

seeking special factors .. ' Theinvestigatorm83' have some special in- . 
2··terest, it might be brake failure, defective vision or anything else: 

He seeks in each case any signs of factors that interest him and hay 
ing discovered something neither inquires concerning its preCise con
nection with the events of the accident nor seeks for any other c~ndi
tions 'The engineer in the case cited above was responsible for dis
covering deficiencies in vehicles that contribute to accidents. They 

3. 

do not occur often. So when a driver claims that an accelerator "stuck" 
" it is something he has been looking for and without proving how and w~ 

it stuck or exactly how it related to the accident, he tends to mark 1t 
. on hiS 'data sheet. 

Accepting sUggestions and irrelevant clues. ' When nothing comes to 
mind at once, the investigator.m83' accept whatever.someone suggests 
or is suggested by Some circumstance. 'l"bese m83' be strongly in~lu~nced 
b'attitudesand prejudices of many kinds. Thus one car may bedrlv~n 

'b; teenagers.··· In the mind of the investig~tors ,teenagers are b~d ac_ 
cidentrisks. Therefore,' lacking more ObVIOUS ,lnfluences, the ~nves. 
tigator conclUdes that teenagers have done something 'wrong. ThIS be-

, '. 'b h .,.' fact' or and'their immaturity becomes a corresponding comes a . e aVIor· . 
condition factor. 

No good ~roof .ofcorrectness of. conc~usion.. A great difficulty. in ~alyZ
in accidents for causes is that there 1S no easy way to know whet~er .~ 
co:clusions'reached are right ... , It is conforting. when two or more. Investlg:~ors 
reach the' same ~onclusion from the same facts. '!be agreement ,seems to conum 
the conclusion. But when investigators disagree, one or ~~:lar~,~~~~:~~~s 
wrong although sometimes disagreement may be due. to reconc '. e 1 
in understanding. 

The clinical method of trying to find factors contrib~ting to, an, accident is 
more complicated than one would think. Gatherin~ data IS not dIffIcult·. 
Drawing conclUSions from them, especially without ways to verify the truth 
of the conclusions, is. difficult. 

Effect, of problems. · We have, reviewed the problems of the. case approach 
," to determining acci4tmt causes ... Thereare ma~ and th~y are complex, But 

realization and evaluation of these problems IS progress. 
, :; ., L • - " '. 

" Theseprob~emscome. to light in studying accid~n~s · inte~~iVelY. . The 
solutions proposed for them in concepts and CI~slfIcation. . for example, 
were not ofcourE;e avaUabl,e wJlen th~ c~es WhICh showed n~ed ~or these new 
methods were studied. . This circum~tance '. does not necess~rIlY Inyalidate 

"conclusions resulting from the cases studied~_" Hence DerIved Factors22 
remains the most complete of its kind available up to the time they were 
wOl"kedout. , 
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Review of,Resul ts. 

concepts of Causes 

. From reflections on the problems of determining what factors contribute 
to .a traffic accident. it is evident that one task of a group engaged in. 
Case Studies as a. pilot. project, should be to seek. reasons for mistakes in 
conclusions about contr;ibuting factors. To "study the problem of drawing 
conclusions concerning how accidents occurredandwhyn has already been stat
~da~ one. of the objectives ofth~ project. Therefore,.whUe tlJ,e investigat
Ing team was studying individual accidentsintens!.lr.e!y,. the ~uthor and others 
connected with the project were thinking about this problem. . 

. The. thinking fol.lowed several lines. On approach started with. the realiza
tion that ideas about accident' Causes are not as clear as they should be. Just 
what are we looking for when we say we are seeking the c8:usesof accidents? 
How' do we know ehen we have found them? Are they behavior, such as law viola
tl~nand negligence, or are they conditions of· the. road, thecal" and the driv
er SUch as those sought as derived accident f$ctors by the Case studies team? 
Apother.approach started with the observation that investigators, even such as 
the Case Studies team, tended to leap 'directly from the original data to con
clusions about contribUting COnditions without intermediate steps~ This would 
be eqUivalent to .. sol vinga problem in algebra or geometry by making a shrewd 
guess at the answer without interm.ediate logic. ' . The. results might be right 
intuitively, but one would be less sure oftbem than if a series of steps were 
taken. Results of thinking along both lines will be outlined in thenext few pages. 

Each of these levels has the same cycle of three operational phases .. 

Conditions. To explain the failureo.f an operation in any phase of any , , 
level, condition factors are sought~ .These are attributes or qualities of: 

1. Trafficway environment including weather and light. -, 

2. People as drivers or pedestrians. 

3. Vehicles. 

The attrIbutes of eachm83' relate to any of the' threeoperat1onal ohases: 
recognition, decisi.on.or performance.· FOr example an attribute of the road 
affecting its performance in. slowing theveh:lcle is its

i
t'rictloncharacter

istic .. The basic or fundamental attributes describe qualities which may vary 
from time to time by modifiers.' . Thus , the friction characteristIcs' of a road 
may be modified by many Circumstances .. These·m~.be morE! or less permanent 
modifiers such as Wear .or temporary modifiers such as 'snow and ice.' 

", ", .. ' " ,. . :" , 

"" 

Ciassificatlons;ystem. ' The levels and phases·.of operation- and the at
tributes and modifiers constitute a classification system which will ac~ . 
commodate,both ()perationand conditl.onfactors. " . .' . . \. 

Analytical system. ,. This. scheme of thinkingalsoprovid~s apr'eCtfdut,a~" 
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basis for: analysis of' accidents to discover the factors. which in combination 
constitute its causE!.··· starting by identifying the cruclal event, one works 
back by determining what evasive action. if any. was possible and if evasive 
actionfa!led whether it.wasill performance, decision' orrecogn~tion. If 
evasive action was not possible, what strategy would have made lt possible, 

d if the strategy failed did it fail in performance, deciSion or recognition 
: a situation requiring strategy. If evasive action failed .because of.llad 
performance,: was it because of lack of driver skill, lack of braking a~llity _ 
or because of road surface conditions, and so on, step by step accountmg sys 
tematically for the, events of the accident. 

.. R~qUirements for such '~tepbystep inquiry about the accid~nt prescribe care-_ 
ful reconstruction and, perhaps more important, rigorous reqUIrements for origin 
alfactual information.' 

This procedure also develops a more complete list of factors contributing 
to the accident. For example, for one .~ccident (No. 85.2.1) Compare the f~c
tors derived by the original investigatIon am factors developed by fo~low 
ing the procedure just outlined which forces more rigorous reconstructIon: 

Factors as'originally derived (with code numbers) 

1a. Road. stable: street was very narrow and with two cars parked opposite 
each other. only one lane was available for traffic. ' 

lb. Road variable: Ice covered street was extremedlY slippery and driver 
started to lose control as he approached parke cars. . 

Factors derived by revised method. (With code numbers in which a question 
.mark indicates a questionable factor.) 

115 Crucial event: Left available path. 

21. EVasive action-performance. EVasive action failed because action was 
not what was intended due to over-steering and experimenting. Com
bination of contributing attributes: 

21 T 3116 Alignment requiring sharp steering because of Car parked on 
road. 

'. 21T3219·SUrface· icy reducing slip angle becaue;e of surface deposits. 

21. T 33161 ~ath narrowed leaVing small space for maneuver due to 
. cars parked on road, possible. . 

'. 21 P '3144 LaCk of sk1l1resultIna- in over-st~erlng due to lack of 
" ·tri1ining .and experience in such a situation. 

21 V1917?Loosesteering wheel due to.loss of adjustment"pos
. ' .. sible .. ' 
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22. Evasive action-decislon~ Failed,especially :insec.ond' steering 
operat 1 OIi , which was wrong directIon to cOme out of .skid, duet.o: 

22P 2144 Judgment about what to do, trial ander.:ror due to' 
. lack '··of training and experience .' , 

.' 33~ 'strategy-r.ecognition~ It Is clear that the driver failed to: 
recognize some of the situationconfrontlnghiiD.Justwhat this, 
was was n6tdetermined. 'It is possible that it could have been 
determined by more careful inquiry. of him duringinterview,but, 
he ma,y not have been conscious of his failure to recognize the 
situation. Looseness of steering wheel m~not have been. noticed 

'and it if was, its significance probably was unknown. Also ice' 
on the road may not have been noticed because.of darknessorob ... 
servation habits of the driver, and the significancem~ not have 
been known; these latter are driver attributes. None are more 

,than possibilities: 

33T 11121 narkness obscures icy spot on road. 

33 P 1144? observation habits: c.ar check-out; look for ice. , 
Both due to lack of training and experience. 

33 P 1544? Knowledge of significance of loose wheel knowledge 
of signifIcance Of ice-both training and skill. 

43. Preparat ion;"recognit ion. problems possibly not fully understood. 
Weather apparently comprehended, but car condition not. Therefor.e, 
contributing attributes are possibly 

43 P 1144? Lack of search for vehicle defects; habits of observ
ingneed experience. 

4'3 P 1544? Lack of knowledge of effect of steering wheel play on 
ice due to inexperience. 

Each traffic unit is treated separately in such an analysis. Thus, a 
case is a traffic· unit in .an .accident. The usual case involved a car and 
a driver. but a pedestrian is also a traffic unit. 

The-operational approach to deriving &.ccident factors which .bas be.en 
described was not completed, WItil data collection in case studies was 
finished.' Consequently it was not appli'ed, by the investigating team 
to thecasesstudied' and therefore the factors reported for cases stUd-
ied were not derived on this basis., Had the project continued, the more 
systematic approachwotild have been applied. ,', The procedure was, however 
applied later to data obtained by .the case studIes for a number of acci
dents such as the one used in the example given. 'otberwise, .the opera
tional concept o;f factors as a scheme'fqrderiving'factors in accidents has 
not been subject to empirical test. As a series of categories for classify
ing factors, however, it was subjected to test as wiIIbe de,s~rlbed next. 
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Inventory:of factors: While concepts andclass1ficatlon'11 were be
ingdevel()ped, a list 13 ' of factors suggested by var.ious sources .~ con,
tributing to accidents was prepared. This list had four purposes . 

'TO test the claSSification system devel~pedby determinjng whether 
1., it would accommodate. the sug~estedfactors. , . , ' 

2. ' TO get a general idea. of. how many different factors might be an
ticipated if case studies were extended broadly and how many 
items might have to be provided for on dat~ sheets or tabulating 
cards for a broad statistical study of acCIdents by the case 
method~ 

8.'·TOgive investigators some idea of what they might be expected by 
others to look for. 

4. TO tell how mRny of the factor~ derived from case studies had not 
been. suggested before. 

The classification system was satisfactorilY adjusted and expand~d to 
take care of all suggestions except sE>Dle.which were.r~allY descriptlons of 
accidents rather than contributing behavlOr or condItIons . 

. Of. the 180 Derived Fsctors22 in cases studied, 50 were essentially the 
same as· factors which bad already been suggested by others and ~ence 
were not given a separate, listing in the inventory. The other 130 appear
ed to be different at least to a degree, but nearly half of these merely 
representeddiff"!rent aspects of the same general idea. For example, 
"unfamiliar'with automatic transmission" is a spec1f~c instance of "un
familiar with operation of vehicle or its equipment. 

our inventory of factors .included approximately 850 items. Although' 
this listing was not· exhaustive, it did incorporate suggestions from " 
fourteen major sources and, .a numbe:rof additional minor ones. AnY ad
ditional sources which might have been consulted would probably have re-

'peated lI\any o~ the ideas· already listed and added. comparatively few new 
ones. 

The Iihrentory of Factors suggested as contributing to Traffi~Ac- f 
Cidents13is. given in a separate report, together with a' diSCUSSlO~ 0 
problell\~ which arose in connection with attempting to flt the fac ors 
into a logical classification scheme. 

Errors.in l)etermining contributing FQ:etors 

FrOmexperience~ in trying to develop a method for deriving ~a~tors_ 
which contribute to an accident, one thing was. clear. The condlt~ons 
attributes and modifiers -of trafficway, person and v~hicle name as_ 
contributing factors must explain behavior which co~trlbuted to the ac to 
cident. This was pointed out for the example in WhICh the problem was 
determine whether the accelerator stuck. Similar qu~st1ons ~~htW ~:e in 
accidentha,ppened are too numerous to be ignored. T!luS the rs s P 
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dete]:,mining why an accident happened is to determine how .. There.is, lit
tle .point·in seekingexplanationsforb¢havi()r unless we know what the 
behavior was .. 

Accident reconstruction is the term used.fordeterminingfrom lnforma
tion available how an accident happened"that is, what events took. place 
that led to the final dalllage and injury. Cause analysis has been used to 
Signify the process of trying to discover conditions which will explain 
why the events took place as they did. . 

certain techniques of accident reconstruction had been developed before 
the Case studies began and were described in Traffic Institute publica
tionsl15 ;but in the hope that better methods would develop from a fresh 
approachtthe investigating team had not been introduced to them. " When 
the first two series of cases were completed, deriving accident factors 
had become routine without recognition of the need for first clearly es
tablishinghow the accident occurred. Therefore, the team was introduced" 
by example; to methods of accident reconstruction, especially the use of 
time-space diagrams. 

These diagrams were prepared for all of the last 25 cases studied. 
They were useful in evaluating ideas about the events of the accident and 
consequently about the contributing factors. To reduce time-consuming 
calculationsnec~ssary to work out,time-space diagrams, a new transparent 
chart was developed, to relate time, distance, speed and acceleration., This 
chart and examples of time-space di~Lgramsappear in Engineering SCience 
TechniaUes17 : they will not be further described here. 

Limitations on reconstruction. Skillfully done, accident reconstruc~ 
tion is a very useful technique in case studies and other J).Ccident in
vestigations; but although it uses many scientific principles, it is no 
"cook-bookn recipe for finding out how accidents occur. The procedure is 
easily bungled, with disastrous effe,cts on the resulting conclusion. To 
pOint out some of the pitfalls and suggest the extent to which ·confidence 
could be placed in this technique, a review of the Limitations on Accident 
Reconstruction19 based partly on experience in Case studies was prepared and 
published. It discusses four principal limitations: 

1. Quantity. and quality of available information with which to work. 

2. Skill of the individual doing, the work with respect to: 

a. Ability to recognize the significance of results of the accident. 
b. Ability to apply various scientific principles. 

3. Need which may be limited for some purposes although it .. is mlimited 
for research Case studies. ' 

4. Time an~ money avail.,.,ble . 

The major ~mphasis is ·on tbe first two limitations. 
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sources of error in conclusions~ Because it is so difficult to deter
mine whether one's conclusions are correct, and because there is good rea
son to believe that conclusions are often mistaken, attention was directed 
to how people solve problems of determining the manner 'in which accidents 
happen. '.[bis is a matter of concern not only to those making case studies 
for research purposes but also to those settling claims or determining law 
violati.ons in connection with traffic accidents. Everyday such problems 
are presented to juries. 

TO learn something specific about this subject, an experiment was tried. 20 

The story of an actual head-on collision was selected as the instrument for 
this sfudy. All occupants of both cars were killed. ,Altho how it happened 
was obscure, the facte available were sufficient to resolve any doubts. 
All told 1214 people,ranging from professional investigators and en-
gineers to college girls and housewives, were given the facts and asked 
to tell where in the road the collision occurred,which direction the 
cars were going (from what was known of the trips either could have 
been going either way) and therefore, who was at fault by being on the 
wrong side of the road. The information wa.s supplied in a guileless or 
c'ontrol form and also with added irrelevant information of one or both 
of two kinds: 

1. psychological in the form of descriptions of the occupants of 
the cars -- teenage boys who had been out all n~ght, and a mar
ried couple starting a vacation after attending'early mass. 

2~ phySical in the form of a scratch left on the pavement by one 
car after collision. 

In its guileless form without irrelevant data only 54 per cent of 
those given the problem (~ame to the correct conclusion, not many more 
than would be expect~d to get it right by guessing. surprisingly, en
gineers and professional investigators did not do significantly better 
than college girls and housewives . 

Emphasizing the scratch had a significant unfavorabil.e effect on con
clUSions. The percentage of people with correct conclusions fell from 
54 per cent when the scratch was not mentioned to 34 per cent when it 
was. Describing the occupants also made a difference. With the boys 
described as in the car at fault 57 per cent of replies were correct, 
when they were described as in the other car only 34 per cent were cor
rect. 

Many of those who had a right final conclusion were wrong about loca
tion pf collision or direction of travel, especially the latter. '!hey got 
a correct final result by making a second counteracting mistake. For the 
entire group only 38 per, cent had the right conclusions for the right 
re'asons. 

The accident described for this experiment presented a problem with 
a clear~cut solution. the facts were ample, and they were presented in 
a pre-organized way. If there is so much trouble with a straightfor-
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ward. problem, what might be expected frqmthe many more obscureprob~ 
lems with ,sketchy facts and fuzzy outcomes? ..' 

This experiment is described in detail in,a special'report,entitled 
SQurces of Error in Deciding HOW' •• a Traffic . AccIdent Happened20 • It, 
strongly confirms opinions expressed earlier ,about how accident factors 
are derived; it, suggests that special training in accident rec'onstruc-' 
tion is needed if reliable conclusions ate wanted and it emphasizes the 
need for systematic approach to the solution of problems of this kind. 

Confidence in conclusions. Wfth some, understanding of the limitations 
on accident reconstruction and a knowledge of what apparently insignific
ant;things can influence conclusions, the investigator ma,y become diffident 
about expressing his opinions. ''.lhe facts on which t9 ilaseconclusions 
~fe always limited and so even the most throughtful analysis involves pro-
JectJontowards or into areas of. speculat10n. . ' . , 

If facts ,are not good enough or are too few the invest1gator 1s en
titled to decline to forman opinion. If he does express an opinion he 
should be permitted to express, at le,ast in general, how confident be is. 
In Derived Factors,~~ the investigating team expressed confidence or lack 
of it in their conclusions by various modifiers such as "possibly" and 
"perhaps". In a more systematic reporting of conclusions, the estimated 
leve~ of confidence may be indicated by symbols. In the example given 
earlIer, the question marks show possibility rather, than certainty. 
Three, four, or more degrees of confidence levels could be provided 'to 
show the investigator's appraisal of his opinion.'Ibree such as cer
tain, probable, and 'p"ossible, would be useful, but more ~culd have lit
tle value because definitions that would make clear distinctions between 
them would be difficult. . 

Datl!".~ollection Methods 

One result of the Case studies was the development of more complete 
forms for data collection;' These consisted of 18 one-page data sheets,15 
two for medical data16 ,ninefor engineering information17 'and seven ' 
for behavioral18 information. 

A problem confronting designers of accident-data collection systems 
is to.kno,! how far to go. ,In general standard police and driver reports 
contam llttle more data than that required for administrative purposes., 
This problem also confronted those working 'on the Case studies. How much 
routine factual information should be gathered on each case for future 
ref~rence in interpreting the case or for possible statistical purposes? 
An Important factor in answering this question.is·the cost. of the data. 
SOme informati.on is cheap and easy .to get. FOr example, air tempera~ 
turecan be measured accurately with an inexpensive thermometer in a few 
se~onds. On the other hand personality measurement of a driver might re
qUIre hours by a highly skilled investigator. In general the question of 
how much data to gather routinely is given a practical answer: include 
expensive. necessary data and illexpensivedata of marginal usef1ilness., 
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Exhibit 2 

\ NUMBER OF ITEMS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED 
FOR tiN THE STANDARD POLICE REPORTS AND ON 
CASE-STUDIES DATA SHEETS 

police 
Case .studies 

standard supplelll~ntary 
Report Field Notes Data Sheets 

Trafficway 5 46 95 
Weather and light 2 0 6 
Driver or pedestrian 4 39 125 
Vehicle 4 18 130 
Environment 2 3 4 
Trip 2 12 20 

TOtal 19 118 380 
" 

Data become necessary if one proposes to ma~e a special statistical 
or other study in which it will be needed. It is unnecessary if it is 
collected only for possible future use. 

Itemconnts of recorded data. A compa.rison of the number of items 
called for by the standard Specifications for police Traffic Accident 
Report, those provided for on the supplementary Field Notes115 and those 
on data sheets for the Case studies15 is interesting. It is given in 
EXhibit 2. In neither case is strictly identifying information such as 
names, addresses, registration numbers aIrlroute ,numbers included. The 
number,of items for the case studies data sheets includes only those 
scheduled arid not unlisted observations made f<>r a special case. It 
would not be difficult to double the number of items (In the case stud
ies data sheets'without including a large number of hard-to-get items. 
FOr example. tire sizes. tread patterns and roadw83' surface material 
might be included; and many items of driver size and condition would 
greatly expand the data sheets. BY including hard-to-get items such as 
tire composition, windshield glass distortion, and results of personal
ity tests, the number of items could be. still further expanded. 

Not all of the items on such lists need to be filled out for each 
case. , SOme are eliminated under certain circumstances. FOr example, 
if the traffic unt't qnderconsideration is a pedestrian there is no 
vehicle and vehicle conditions are neither available nor applic- . 
able. During daylight hours, data on headlights and street lighting 
are generally obtainable but' not applicable. All of the data required 
by the police Traffic Accident Report form are supposed to be collect
ed for each accident,but the SUpplementary Field Notes are used only 
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when enforc~ment action or litigation is contemplated. It is not in
tended for statistical summarization although much of the data on it 
could be summarized if systematically collected. 'Ihe case study data 
sheets provide for all the information on the police reports although 
check lists are not provided as a means of recording the information 
obtained as is customary on police reports.' 

Additional data from reference sources. Some of the items in data 
sheets connect.with other sources of information which could be refer
red to, and indeed were referred to when wanted for case studies. For 
example, information regarding the make, model and year of a vehicle 
makes it possible to get dimensions from manufacturers' specifications. 
photographs also provide reference data for such things as dar;,l\ageto 
vehicles. . Any of these reference data could be looked up and reduced 
to quantified information for statistical purposes. 'He~ce the total 
possible systematic information available exceeds by a considerable . 
amount that which is actually recorded on the data sheets at .the time. 

statistical and Clinical applications. The case studies were slant
ed strongly toward the clinical approach. Therefore the data gathering 
methods were developed with that in mind, and the data systematically 
provided for on each case was less' than it would be for strictly 
statistical interpretation. 

The clinical and statistical method,s are not totli:lly incompatible. 
The results of any number of individual case studies may be examined 
by statisticalmethods- .. classifying, counting and cOJlllparing--to see 
what they have in common. Many of the circumstantia:l data which would 
be colle.cted for a statistical study would be also c()llected as a . 
basis for clinical conclusions. The investigating t~\am and others 
working on the Case Studies,were not unmindful of the statistical 
approach. This conce.rn is reflected in the developme;pt from the . first 
by team members of detailed data sheets and lists of specific questions 
to ask in highly structured interviews. It is also indicated by the 
work done by others connected with the project in deviSing classifica-
tion systems. . 

Too few cases were studied on the project to warrant refined statis
tical treatment, but the possibilities of it with more data were kept in 
mind. . . 

personality Tests can be consJ!.i;'ered a form of data collection and so 
will be mentioned at this pOint. ~j{,$ was explained in the review of ex
perience with the interdisciplinary team,. both behavorial' scientists 
felt the need' for more precise and specialized tests of personality. 
Although development . of such tests was not an object of the Case, studi~s, 
several such t~sts were given a try. SOme of these were developed 
espeCially for 'the purpose and are briefly described: . 

DriVing Situations Test, an. adaption of the projective technique 
of the Thematic ,Ap~rc~ption Test to traffic situations. 'Ihe ,per-
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son was shown a series of ten pictures of drivers in traffic situa
tions and asked to teUabout them. This test is further describ
ed' in APpendix' C of social SCience '!'echniqUes18 .· 

personal opinion Inventory, a list of 160 items with which the 
person indicates agreement or disagreement. The responses to 
selected statements give keys of 15 "scales," each purporting to 
measure Btl aspect of personality. scales relating to aggression 
and authoritarianism seemed to be more promising than the others in 
connection with accidents. This test is further described in APpendix 
B of social Science Techniaues. 1S ' 

An evaluation of law violations in which the person was given a list of 
about 20 common traffic law violations and asked to indicate for each 
what fine he would assess, where he a magistrate, as a penalty for a 
perslon convicted of the violation. This is not further reported. 

'Teen-age orientation~ A study was made of high-school drivers to de
terminewhether those who took their cues from adults (parent orient
ed) or those of their own age (peer oriented) were more likely to 
have accidents. This study is not yet further reported. 

None of these instruments was fully tested and none seemed to be more 
than moderately useful in suggesting why a particular person had a par
ticular accident. 

The behavorial and medical scientists found that carefully conducted 
interviews, including detailed discussio~ of the accident, was the most 
useful technique available for assessing the contribution of personality 
characteristics to the accidront. 

Case Reports. When the investigating temJl was through studying a 
case, a report of it was prepared. This contained: 

1. Measure~v.nts, observations and pictures made of the trafficway, 
the person, and the vehicle. 

2. summaries or transcripts of the statements of the person involved 
concerning the accident and himself. 

3. Diagrams and res'ults of calcula tions in reconstructing the accident. 

4. certain data from outside sources such as driver-license records. 

5. D~scussion 'by investigators of their observations. 

6. Conclusions of the investigators concerning factors which may have 
contributed to the accident. 

7. Other notes and data. 
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. . . The case. repor~s varied from about 25 to more than 75 pages in length. 
. For reference purposes, a co llect ionof s,ynopses21' of the accIdents hlU; been 

prepared; one for .eachreport. '. This consists ofa diagrf;Ull,a description. 
some classifying data relating to type and severity of accident," and 'the 
Derived Factors. .. '" 

Rate of Investigation 

Ina'ppot i>roj ect, '.' a matter of considerable interest; .. is.the output 
of the investigating unit. How many. accidents can' be investigated1ri a 
month or a year by a' team like that used .forease studies working under 
the conditions of the project? How.much could be.done by different 
kinds of teams. mder .different condItions? . 

TWO kindsof actl~itles involved In pilot proJects. Pilot proje~ts 
like the Experimental ease . studies have two functions; production and 
development. They produce case reports fora' time, then shut down and 
develop new methods . a~ter which .they work .for 1U}0the.r period with revis
ed meth6ds.Toevaluatethe rate of investigating,therefore,only,the 
producti.ve periods should be ~onsldered not the shut-downs for develop-
~~. c .• '.' • . 

Time distribution. The ca~e Studies proJect was begun .July I, 1957 
and endedpecember 31, 1960, a totaJ.9f three years and six months. Of, 
course proj ect proposals and much preliminary :planning precede~ nactiva-. 
tion",and distribution of reports and answering enQUiries will inevitably 
come after . offi~ial termination. Nine months",from July tOAP~il,elapsed 
before the first "production" run was started. . The lastcas.e waS in- . ' 
vestigated early .in February of '1960 , more than ten; months before the' 
project terminated. Therefore of the 42 months the proJect was active. 
19 were required for initial "accelerationll and final "deceleration. II' , 

During the r emain1llg23 months producti()n w.as not continuous but went 
forward in three phases wI thpf;riodsbetween forpreparingprcjgtessre~ 
ports;. developing new methods,'vacatlons,and so on. EVen within per'..: . 
iods, investigation was not continuous. . FOr example,the. last phase 
from september 1959 through February 1960: spanned six months b1,ltduring 
this time only ten weeks were devoted to actualinvestig8.t~()n. . 

. Act~al time investigafingfor each of' the,threephasesls'shown bY" 
"Weeks Active" in EXhibit 3. This.is the number 'of calendar weeks dur-
ing . which. the investigating team wason. call togO tQaccidents · .. was ,fol
lowing up, or writing case reports. Although recd:fds of team'a~tivity by 
hour which would permit detailed sePar,ation of deve19Pment and product ion 
time were not kept, the number of weeks shownistConsfderedaf~lr estimate. 

Rate. of investig·atlon. FOrth~: timespe~t in production there was an 
overallav.erage af 1. 21 cases per week .~ompleted.Thiswas . .lower. in the 
second phase, probably because'only two inVf:}stlgators were active during 
most. of this .time. . . ' , '. . . ." . 

, 

. Hours avaHable ,lsthe number of hours that the inve~t:i.gatiDg team was 

,'f,i' 
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Exhibit 3 

:iNVESTIGATIVE TIME AND, RA~EFOR CASIREPORTS . 
l:t 
l:"'~!----'-~~~--'.--'::-~F-:-ir-':s-:-t-'p---::h-a-s"-e -o'--~-:--::--~:"",---:-:---'-;-~-"----r-------

:';1 Apr. ~sept. 1958· 
secon<lPhase Third .. Phase 

J.an. -July 1959 Sept. 59 .. (i'eb.60 All Periods 
t'!r========::=====Il===========jP======~==l=========\:===== iJ weeks aCtIve (a) 
~.":~Hours. available . (b) 
.(! Runs to accident '. , 
\~l scene. (c) 
kA Runs toacc.eptable , 
:q accident's' (d) 
~i Cases completed" fe) 
T~J' ..' t1 Hours available 
l"f per week, '. 
q active . . (b/~) 
',.1 cases '. completed 
\:1 per, week' (c/o.) 
;.:~ Hours " avail~ble 
iIf per run . , (b/c) 
f:;f Proportion of 
!"J runs produc-
r:;~ tive. . (d/c) 
),:4 eases per a~cept-, 
14 able accident (e/d) 

25 
343 

75 

23 
32 

13.8 . 

1.28 ' 

4.58 

·30 

1.39 

21 
242 

46 

20 
22 

11.5 

1.05 

·5.26 

.43 

1.10 

10 56 
39 625 

17 138 

8 51 
14 68 

3.9 11.1 

1.40 1.21 

2.29 4.52 

.47 .36 

1.75 1.33' tq . .., 
,.t .. ;.:t.. '. prepared to respond to a call to the scene of an accident. '!his corres-
tf PQndsroughly to the time waiting for an accident to happen. Actually 
L

1
Ji durlng,these' hours,team members were writing up previous cases, keeping 

!.:", re'cords, making, appointments or doing other work which could, be instant-
! ly dropped if. an accident .call came in. Sometimes to catch upon writing 
1;;1 rf:}parts .the team went' '.'off call. n Also during interviews and follow up at 
l::irthescerie, the team, was not available. 

m Hours available per week, as will be noted by EXhibit 3. diminished 
W:t substantially in th~ second and especially in the third phase. 'l11ere were 
l.; ... ;i~!". .' .s~ve:ral rE!~sons for ,this. .' In the first period, the pol1cesometimes 
1:,' forgot to' call'the' team when an accident hap paned and so it was missed. 
\.',:, ,,'Ibis situat'fon was:remediedby mon it or.ing the . police dispatcher'S .radio 

,t' .... ,.: .. :.~. . callS. Another. reason is that. tbethird phase was mainly during months o,f 
v-j high,a.Ccidentf1"eQUency~ Finally,in .the later phases, particularly i'n 
I/j the third, moretillle was ,spent in interviewing and especially more in· 
[:ifUl,-,iYziilgthe $Ccld~nt so ,that the team w~fore often nQtavailable.be-:-61 caus~~rneed to catchup on reportprepar on. . 

L~I'HoUrsavaii8bleper rWirepresents average number of hours from the 
f.i:,.·,:.·.;.~.·,· ,time.· when the team notIfied the pol1cethat> theywereavallable until they 
;~ 1renttotbe$ceDe.'lheredu~tion in the later phases is due toth~' first 
t::';f tW9 of the tactorsmentioned as 1ntluencingthe hours available per week. 
f,·'4 

. rEI 

I:'" :'.'1/' 
• ~ 1, : 
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Proportion of runs productive of acceptable accidents lncreased from 
0.30 in the first phase to 0.47 in thEfthlrd, The team was' reJecting. . 
fewer accidents" b~causeof small d8D)~e and·. tbey . were becoming moreadro.f'c 
in. securing cooperation from accident participants. EVen at best half 0;;/ 
the runs resulted in no case. The main reason in the first phase .was 
negligible damage; in the final pl}.ase,.lt wasinvolve!l1eQt of commercial 
vehicles Wllich . were npt included in the. study. .Further· details on these 
rejections are to be found in the spectal report on Data Collection. 15 

Cases per acceptable accident is t he number of 'traffic units . on which 
reports were finally completed compared to the number of accidents.which 
were investigated. A few· accidents involved onlY one traffic unit and 'so 
could yield only one case for study. Most of the accidentsinthisul'ban . 
area involved two traffic units and so .should yield two cases. When they 
did not, it was usually because one of the drivers refused to cooperate or 
if he agreed to cooperate; failed to do SQ. . .. ' . . ' . 

Total number of cases completed was 68 tr3ffic units involved in. 43. ac
cidents out of 51' accidents accepted for study in.138 runs to accident . . 
~cenes. These acc.idents were. quite r epresentatiye of those which happened 
In EVanston, Illinois. where the study was .made; except for those occurring 
in the hours between midnight and seven in the morning or involving,commer
cial vehicles. 'Reasons for not including these are given in thespeclal .. 
report on Data Collection. 15 . ..,. . 

Possible full-time production. suppose a. team of this kind were to 
devote full time to investigating accidents without pausing to improve. 
methods or without having tosumma1'ize the cases studied." suppose that. it 
were to prepare case reports of about the same scope as those in the last' 
phase of the Case studies, that it were t9.work ina city 11.ke EVanston and 
were .. ,to exclude accidents involving commercial vehicles and those betwe~n 
midnight and seven int,he morn,ing. • Then We might expect about l*casere
ports to be completed per week, or, allowing for vacations, etc., between 
7() and 75 per year.' 
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. ~tshould be noted that although' the output suggested maY appear small, 1.":",1.'. 

It IS a higher production rate than would likely be obtained by a lawyer in i:: 
investigating and handling damage claims.' ) :,'t 

. Effect on output . of alterations in investigation methods would be. expect- I~r 
ed to affect th.e rate of report Pr adu.'cti on. '. Fore;ample, . it might be'c1esir- 1'4 
able to i~crease the number of items of intormatiorigathered about eaCh 'case. r'I'~ 
This would. iD;crease the time' requiJ;edtocompleteacase, ~speei8;Ilybecause 1-.J 
m?st; of th,e ~asy to getiIiform~ti()n has 'already been ineludedimq anY' addi- ["1 
tl0nalinformati~nwould, take Dlore' tlmeper'itelll to obtaIn .. " ,Also~i,ft",e bI 
ana1Ytic.~l t.echnl(Jues ililproved,f,orexample,lfan:opetationalana.l i s.1s., l'\'l~ 
were to be made of each' accident, the wOflt of. accident.reconstruct lonand of ,., 
deriving factors would be greatly increased, thus reducing the time available h,':: 
for data collection and numbe.r of cases that could be bandle,d in¢given time .... ll ..... :: .. :.~,·.: .••.. ;·~.!,. 

Selection of cases. " " were' commercial vehicle's inclti(led~there might be . I 

a f.1ftbmore ,cases.pe:r run, but thi,s would not :f~cr.e~:ecorr.espindingl1. ',.' I/i 
' ['1 
.. ~ 
;'\!~- .,./-
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the number of cases produced because more time would benoff· call" to.com
plete r~ports~ . ,perhaps·the gain Inpr.oductivity might bea tenth. This 
would improve the pel'cf.~ntBge 01;:, rUns th\'t. were productive. '. were accidents 
to be investigated in night hour.s· many more hours available would be re
quiredper run because the accidents are so infrequent during. these hours. 
'It is l1kelythatthere would bea'considerable reduction incases per week' 
were these hours to.be' sampled because such night. hours are not very produc
tivefpr'report wr1tingarid other.1nterruptible activity. It1s not unl1ke
lythat the team members would wish 'to follow the practice of· fire de
partments for night calls and sleep until the call comes in. 

Ef.fect of other locations. Another location would effect the produc
tion of the Investigating team because not all locations have the same 
frequency of accidents within a pra.ctical·radius. More congested areas 
will reduce. the.time the team has to be available per run, but that might 
increase output very little because the time "off call" to complete re
ports would increase. Only when the time required by interruptible case 
work is less than the time available per run is ther.e waste w8.1ting time 
that would permit greater production if accid,ents occurred. more frequently 
and :the strictly waiting":with-nothing-to-do-time were reduced. . 

'studies on limited-access highways present particularpr()blems because 
the accident. frequency on these special highways is so low, ''Ibe team would 
have to be located at a junction to have access to the greatest number of 
cases within a practical working distance on routes connecting at the junc-
ti()n. . . ' . ' 

The possibility of placing the research team on the Illinois tollWay 
witll headquarters at the O'Hare International Airport interchange was con
sidered. The results which might be expected from such a move are given 
below, based on aC'cidents for 1959: 

Totalpasseriger .cars involved 647 
. Within 15 mUes of 0' Hare Interchange (apprOXimately 50% 

of acCidents) .. 324 
occurring. during working hours (20 of 168 hours in week) 39 
Involving drivers living within 150 miles (50%) 20 
Drivers. willing to cooperate (60%) 12 
Weeks per year team available (47 of 52)' 11 

.lncreasingradius from 15 to 50 miles would enable team to cover Pl'actical-
1y all of the Illinois tollway system; However ,thiswould substantially 
in.crease travel time and thus increase the frequency of arriving at the 
scelie too late. It would also lead to the possibility of missing out on an 
accide~t "closer hOllJe"as a result of being so far afield. It is unlikely 
thatmPre than 20.hours of a nQrmal working week CQuld be devoted to wait
ing for calls· and.: visiting the scene of accidents.· 'Ibe remainder of the, 
time would . be needed. ·for interviews; reviststo the scene anq other non-inter
ruptibleactivity., It is. also considered impracticalt.o attempt to interview 
anyone wl\o!jves more than 150 miles. fr,om. the base of operation. what per
centage of the p~ople.wouldcoolJerate Is. problematical. 'lhe sltuationin 
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Evanston was. almost. ideal from that standpoint. . ontl1eTollway notn~8.1"l.y lA 
so l118.:!lYcould be expected to. agree to interviews and tests; . The. figlU"e might 2j 
be well below. the 60% used in the calculation above. . . I:l 

concentr~ting the 'Qn-~all' ,b~urs- ~nSatu~day andSl1nd~.whenthe rate;:J 
is higl1er would increase' the number of. accidents occurring during . 'On ... ca11' f;il. 

. hours by perhaps 15% .. '"This is a relatively insignificant increase and 'it !'{ 
might well' be offset bya dIfferent. pattern' of drlverdistribution,., per~aps ;.'.'.'.1 

more of the,. Weekend drivers, come from further away from. home than is.true at \;.1 
other times. . , 1} 

It would thUs seem that ateam .. could expect .to get perhaps a dozen cases 
a year under the circumstances. This would mean considerable waste .wali:ing 
time. This.might be reduced byals.o accepting accidents in the surrounding 
area .. But. this would mean that the investigators would reduce greatly.the 
likelihood of being available whenafreewayaccidentoccurred.beca\Jse of 
being tied up wlth an outside, case. 

EVen at 10cat1.ons were accIdents are more frequent within a practical 
working radius, it is doubtful:.whether a team. could produce more than a' 
score of case studies per year for freeways. With the variety of acci
dents to be found even on 'freeways, ten to twenty acc,;~dents is no very 
large speCimen ·of the phenomenon to observe. More teams and longer time 
would be required to .obtain significant data. In the Case studies,. .of 
which this is, the report, the desirability of seeingrnore accidents out
weighed thedesirabil1ty of including a small sample of those which occur 
on freeways. 
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II Cost of· casestu(Iies. The direct labor cost for a three-person teamof,,! 

scientists With clerical aridpart~time'8dministrati.ve help which would be it 
needed to keep them producing is about $40,000 per year. 'To this . must be . I 
added for transportation, supplies, spec~al tests, and other expenses plus :"( 
an overhead of about ~~ .. giving a cost of $60,000 per year .. TO study '70 to t'n 
75 caseS per year ,thIS 1S 'a cost of between $800 and $900 per ca.se complet- f.'t 
ed. This would include nothing for study of the cases as a group, statistical:] 
summaries of ,.themor ... p~blic.ation.... .It. wo. Ul. d~nclud.e .... n ... o .. thing f~rfurther de- 1.'.:.·· .. 1: 

velopment. If the'est1mated expressw~ experIence were. to limIt the output I 
as indicated, to a dozen. case~ per year per te~, the cost . would be s~x 1'1 
times as great or someth1ng hke $4000 per. case; .. If techn1ques were 1mprov- ) J 
ed to require more testing of cars and drivers and more time in analysis of ~i.l 
the individual case,the costs would increase not .only because of m()retime !I 
requi:redper case but alsobecause ~herewouldbe a smaller pr?portionQ~ j'./\ 
those who would agree to cooperate 1nthemore.' elaborate and t1me-conSUm1ng kl 
procedures·... 1;;1 

. Reducihgcost by simplifying procedures does not seem to be feasi.ble. 
If this much is to be. put into the study of a· case, all the data collected 

'andprobal>lymore,will be expected by those 'who want to study thecasere~ 
ports. It is more likely that the case 'study will become 'more rather than 
less. complex.'Itmigbt be possible to reduce costs to. some ex~entbyem;'; 

'ploying one ',well trained technician to. collect d~taa.ild do most of thefol-
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low-up investigation including interviewing. There would have to be doc
tors, engineers and others on apart-time basis as consultants for special 
cases, and one analY,sttor'ecoristruct the accident and prepare the report. 
The technician might be had at. $6000 per year, the analyst at $11, 000. 
Consultants' fees, clerical help and the necessary overhead would probably 
cost about $40, 000 per year .or a reduction of about a third, .more or le~s . 
If one scientist could work up the cases for two data-gatherlng techniCIans, 
the cost I?er case would be reduced about a half. 

It is conceivable that the technician employed might be a policeman patrol
ling until an accident occurred and then following the case f.or the complete 
collection of data. This would have. the advantage of economics of operation 
but there might be problems in getting cooperation of individuals involved 
and with respect to accessibility of data collected to attorneys for other 
than research purposes. 

It must be remembered. that the above estilDatesare only for the develop
ment of a "clinical" report on an individual involved in a traffic accident 
and not for study of the cases so accumulated. FUrthermore, with respect to 
teams composed of technicians and sCiEmtlsts, it does not include costs of 
initial training of thetechnicians--there are none already trained--or for 
development of techniques. . 

',i 

Number of Cases to be Investigated. The total cost,. of course, depends 
on the number of cases to be investigated. The 68 cases studied in this 

. pilot projectwereenougb to give some idea about how accidents happen--to 
. show that some expected things do not appear often and that accidents seem 

to hingeon'very great 'variety of inconspicuous circumstances. But for 
any real evaluation of the frequency with which circumstances contribute 
to accidents, the number of cases would have to be large enough to allow 
for the possible occurrence of the rare circumstances. This number would 
certainly be in the thousands, probably in the tens of thousandsandpos
slbly even more. Certainly to obtain enough data for systematic statistic
al treatment to discover more than the most common contributing factors, 
and many of the contributing factors are not very common, would take very 
large samples. At the cost per case indicated, one must think in terms of 
millions of dollars and a program of indefinite duration. 

Cause. of the Accidents studied 

This is the place to state again for further emphasis a conclusion that 
was repeatedly confirmed during the case studies: the causes of traffic ac
cidents are combinations .of contributing factors and hot single acts or con
ditions. We have come to think of an illness as being catisedby a disease, 
in many cases a speCific micro-organtsm, but accidents are different. EX
'cept in·rare cases, two or more ·factors must op~rate together to produce the 
crucial event resulting in injury or damage. The factors are equally import
ant although some may be much more obvious than others and some much more 
amenable to control: 

The study of a ,case, that is, a traffic unit involved in an accident, is 
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Exhibit 4 

NUMBER ,OF ACCIDENT FACTORS DERIVED 

FROM 68 CASES' 
.. 

, 

stable Vari.able, TOtal 

Road 37 71 108 
Vehicle 11 .13 24 
Dri~~r 'Z'I' 90 117 
SOcial situation 2 38 40 

Total 77 212 289' 
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intended to di~cover the co. mbination O.f con. trihliting ... fac. t.ors for .. tha.t acc.id.ent.l>lt. 
It has been pOInted out ~hat more systemat~c methods of doing this were develop.;. 
ed at the end of the proJ ect than were avaIlable during the projeCt for the 1; 
cases studied. . , . . ii 

. , "·'····1' . l0 

Co~clusions of the investigating. team. with respect to contributing factors L'l 
are llsted for ~a~h case an,d summarIzed In a separate report" Derived FACtors. 22L'1 

. These are classifled according to the ,four categories listed in EXhibit 4 iJ 
with. the number of factors for each derived from the 68 cases studied. This IJ 
is an average of 4.9 fact,ors per case studied " ' ' i.,\ 

, .... . )'} 
. The factors derived are all conditions of the highway, th~ vehicle and the II 

drIver or pedestrian. They do not include action or operation factors which . Ci 
would reflect behavior such as violations of tr~ffic laws. Had, these been in- IA 
cluded, the number· of factors would be substantIally' larger. jl 

Ij 
Conclusions are limited by number of cases In considering what might be I':.".'.'.:'.:! 

said about accident causes as the result of the Case studies we must again I 
warn. that the small number of cases from one community will not permit con- I, 
CIUSI?nS about accidents in general. There was some question as to whethe~ f~ 
anythIng at ~ll should be said on this subj~ct because of the possibility of !~;{ 
unwa. r. ran. ted.. Infer~nces. . HO. w. ever , for what. th. ey ar. e. worth, sO.me Of. the im- }.: ... ' ••.. ' .. ! .. press ions gained In studying those accidents,will be summarized. . I'> 

, -I:"'" 

Chance ... One of these impressions is that the c1rctJnstfllCes·of theareidents.are ex- r. 
tremely varIe~. True, eight of the 43 accidents studied were collisions be- l,i 

tween two vehIcles moving in the same direction with neither turning. Police bt 
tradi tionallyreport the "caUse'! of such an accident as ' "following' too close." t:~,t 
Hence we. seem to hav,~ 19 percent of the. accidents of this kind., 'But, this Vi 
customary classification is by rule of thumb; it is made w1t4out conSideration ~ 
of how.close the vehicles were,how fast they were """log or hoW .clQ8e is 1 
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"too, close." To Say, after one car hits another; that they were too close is 
statingcthe obvious. ,on more 'careful examination of these cases, the superfic
ia,lsimilar1ty begins to disappear. A .number of them involved a third, non
contact vehicle; slippery surfaces contributed to some; and delayed perception, 
for a variety of reasons, :WaS a factor in (Jthers. All could have been 
categorized "travelling too fast" as appropriately as "following too close, " 
because it is the relation between speed,' distance, peI'ception delay, reac
tion. time and decelerating rate that makes the difference between having an 
accident and not having one. These relationships vary greatly from one 
"following-too-close" accident to the next. 

Another observation from these cases is'the very narrow margins by which 
many of the accidents occur. A few .inches difference in position, a frac
tion of a mile per hour difference in speed, a few tenths of a second less 
delay in perception and there would have been no accident or the accident 
would have been entirely different. Car A would have struck C rather than 
B,' for example. In trying to find causes of accidents, then, we are seeking, 

, in most cases, minute influences. This may in general be less true in. more 
serioUs accidents. But it is not difficult to find fatal accidents with very, 
very small margins between happen and not happening. 

This leads to consideration of chance. In the philosophical' sense nothing 
happens by chance,everyth;ing is the result of' causes or influences. But .in 
practice we recognize that many of these influences are so minute and obscure 
that they cannot be observed and measured. When a tossed coin falls face up 
rather than the reverse; it is unquestionably due to its starting position 
and forces acting on it in tossing, mOVIng thro~gh the air, and in landing on 
a surfa,ce; but these forces are too complex to be evaluated for prediction of 
which way the COin will fall. So we say the cOin· falls head or tail up by 
chance. 

There is a series of events for each traffic unit involved in an accident 
that culminates in the.crucial event resulting in damage or injury. Minute 
differences in influences and forces anywhere along this series could have 
meant that there would have been no accident--or a worse one. A slight ·dif
ference in time of starting a trip orsmaH variations in speed on the way 
would have meant no accident. These are matters of chance in the sense that 
there is no conceivable way uptoa certain point of predicting the outcome 
as.the events take place. In this-sense it is chance, that two vehicles ap~ 
proach the same spot at the same time--on collision courses, we say. ·Itis 
chance that at this particular moment, for one reason or another, neither 
driver happens to be looking where the. other could be seen app:roach;ing; or it 
is chance that when·the two Come in sight of each other both happen to be go
ingso fast that neither can take Successful evasive action~ Thus accidents 
occurwhencertain-colilbinations of circumstances by chance'occur at the same 
time to contribute to it. These ideas are developed in much more detail in 
the special report on concepts and Classificatioil. ll 

To prevent accidents, ··aneffort is made to control or modify conditions 
in such a way' that they wUI less frequently appear. with otl1er conditions in 
aCcident·;producingcombinations. If, for· example, 1) an un~ki11ed driver in 
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. 2) a car with unusual play in, thesteJ~ringwheel driving at 3) a speed just 
"below the limit comes to a 4) icy-spot where 5) two cars. are parked on op
posite sides ot6) a narrow street, (case 85.1) these six conditions happen 
,together by chance just as mu~h as,a combinationot any six cards dealt 
from a well shuffled pack would come together by .chance. Change any of these 
conditions--verylittle change ,would be enough for some--and the accident 
would have been averted: a more skillful driver, a car in better adjustment, 
somewhat less speed, less slippery surface, only one ,parked car, or two feet 
more street width. 

Accidents are therefore ,a matter of chance combinations of circumstances. 
The diversity of the accidents suggest, that the number of factors combining by 
chance is very large . The, fact that so many accidents happen by narrow mar
gins suggests that only slight modifications of factors will increase the ' 
chance of accidents or decrease it substantially. 

seeking the expected. As, one goes through the case reports he naturally 
looks for what he has been led, for one reason or another, to believe are 
important contributors to accidents. For the most part he will be disappoint
ed. 

Accident-prone drivers, for example, did not appear. From their pre-ac
cident experience with automobiles or otherwise, none of the 68 drivers, 
pedestrians and cyclists in these accidents would have been expected to have 
had the accident in which they were involved.'Ihere is a speCial report on 
the previous accident and traffic violation experience of these drivers: 
Record of Accident Involved Drivers24. . . 

The teenage "terrorH did not appear .~is does . not ~en;Y the stati~tics . 
and increased insurance premiums that testIfy to hIS eXIstence. The lDvestl
gating team for case studies was not angling in th~ right pond to ca~ch this 
species of fish .. A little study of reports ·of aCCIdents for such drIvers sug
gests fiXeas and times where they might, be found., 

Poor vision. Although many of the people in the, accidents studi,ed"did 
not see" the hazard it was rarely if at all because of poor vision. Half a 
dozen had some visu~ldefect and although a number of· these were listed as 
factors in accidents, this was done without a thorough analysis of the seeing 
requirements of the, ,task to. match, with the vision level. Detailed data ,will be 
found in the special report on Medical Technigues. 16 

Discourtesy as such did not, appear as'a factor~ "A number of drivers mov
ed . from parking spaces in front of oncoming traffic or did other very annoy
ing things but without realizing anybody would be affected; hence there, was 

! no intended social interaction which could be classified as discourtesy. ' 

'Enlotio~al stress, is often mentioned as contributingto ~ciden~s. One 
is warned of the danger of driving, for example, after a quarrel WIth the 
wife,or a reprimand from the boss. It is extremely difficult after an ac
cident to determine whether some such situation was in ,fact involved .. ' There 
were,no conspicuous examples of it. some of the people in the accidents ap-
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peared to be the kind who might be upset easily but at the time they did not 
appear to be or have ,reason to be so. Failure to find an example in this 
sample does not, of course prove that emotional stress is nev,er a factor. 

Alcoholic influence was noted as a factor in four cases out of 68. Evan
ston (where sale, of alcoholic beverages has been barred for many years) is not 
a place, and the hours sampled would not be times where driving under the in
fluence would be expected. Hence this number of cases was not surprising. 

For the most part the accidents seemed to involve ordinary people in ordi
nary vehicles on ordinary streets. The circumstances were so diverse that it 
is difficult to HSingle out" things that could be called the "most common 
causes." 

That these circumstances were not found in the, cases studied is not grounds 
for inferring that they never contribute to accidents. We can only say that 
they were not common enough to explain many accidents in this sample and there
fore may not be so common as theorized by those who have been talking about them. 

General observations. what, then, can be said about these accidents in 
general? In few cases was there anything like an unforeseeable mechanical 
breakdown. No vehicle suddenly gave out, no road collapsed under a car, no 
driver had a seizure at the wheel. All the conditions were as they had been 
for a While before chance brought them together in a combination which added 
up to an accident. 

'The streets contributed more factors than was expected. Few of these 
factors were conditions that hundreds of drivers who passed them success
fully before and after the accident would think of as difficult situations,. 
Indeed they became factors in the accidents studied only in combination with 
other driver and 'road conditions. 

The most common of these street conditions was the view obstruction creat
ed by cars parked too close to intersections and alley entrances. For the 
ordinary,alert and attentive driver at moderate speeds they are no problem, 
but when they combine with two drivers who are both a little careless in 
looking, they do contribute. The thirty-foot no-parkmg rule is quite well 
enforced in Evanston, but does not apply at alleys. It was adopted years ago 
when the speed limits and actual travel speeds, in the city were less than now. 
To accommodate the present speeds, it is estimated that parking should be 
prohibited 60 feet from the intersection. A hundred feet would be desirable. 

The cost of this in terms of on-street parking space Would have to be 
weighed against the cost of the accidents. 

Although signs and signals in EVanston are better than those in many if 
not most cities, many seemingly inconsequential things about them contributed 
to particular accidents. The green light remains on in the 'signals in this 
community when the yellow appears. This is contrary to. the national 
standard104 . In two cases the yellow light was not functioning leaving the 
green indication for the approaching driver. This was believed to have been 
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.; a factor in· the accidents. In other cases, stop signs were turned or plac
ed so that some drivers to whom they did. not apply thought they did with re
sulting difficulties. One of the few grades in the cODimunity is so arranged 
that it hides an approaching car for a few seconds whileg:iving the illusion 
that there is nothing in the road.· This difinitely contributed to .anac
cident. other street and car circumstances are described in the special re~ 
ports on Engineering science '1.'echnigues17 and in Derived Factors22. 

None of these street conditions was the cause of an accident in the sense 
that it alone was sufficient to produce an accident for every car. They were 
only factors when they chanced to combine with other conditions. But had they 
not been as they were it is believed the accidents would not have happened. 

The suburban Matron. If the teenager did not appear as the "villain" in 
any noticeabl~ number of the cases studied, was there any other "kind of person 
who might be conspicuous. The cases were studied with this in mind by scciclc
gists'connected with the project. Nothing truly Significant developed. The 
nearest approach to it was described by them as "the suburban matron." EVan
stcn would be expected to be the habitat of such a "species," if .one exists, 
as much as it would be an unlikely place.to find the teen-age, high-accident 
stereotype. The suburban matrcn is likely to be both intelligent and ccurtecus. 
Her deficiencies lie in other qualities. Although the car isa necessity tc 
her and she drives considerably, mastery of its operation is nething tcgive 
her satisfaction. Therefere she has never developed the skills in handling it 
that her husband .or son wculd be likely to take some pride in. While at, the 
wheel she is very likely to relegate driving to secend place in her attentions 
when others are aboard especially her chiLdren or grandchildren. She tends to 
overleck the pessibility of other vehicles especially when engaged in maneu
vers such as parking, which requiresconcentraticn, effert, and skill. She 
tends tc fluster in complex traffic situaticns with resultant inapprepriate 
evasive actions. But the Case studies suggests rather t.han identifies this 
personality type. To preve a cennecticn with accidents would require study 
.of many more cases. 

operational situations. It is extremely difficult te characterize kinds 
of operational situations which frequently result in accidents. 'rhere are 
so many different combinations that a very detailed study of many hundreds· 
of cases would be required to identify and describe types"." .An attempt was 
made, however, to make a beginning at least in characterizing certain opera
tienal: situations, 

Cempetinghazards seemed to occur fairly .often. This term, which may 
net be a very goed name; dees not refer tothe'ferced choice between two 
evasive actions either .of which may be unsuccessful. .It refers, rather, 
to a situation in which the driver or pedestrian has several places to loek 
for possible ha~atds, usually right and left/{,.orahead and behind; and these 
compete for hiS attention. usually he quicldy. and superfici,ally glances in 
the direction tlrat seems to offer least haz,1~rrd, and having d'isppsed of that, 
turns his attention in another. directionwli:ere a traffic unit-.of uncertain .' 
intent requires watching or where a view .obstruct ioncmayhide 'a potential':' 
hazard. This situation occupies attention fer several seconds dur,ing which 
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the driver has slowed orstopped to see that all is clear. Then, when 
the way does seem clear, he starts quickly without looking again in the 
original direction where another traffic unit in the meantime has approach
ed and assumes that the slowing is to let him pass. The essential difficul"; 
tyhere is' a multiple-hazard traffic situati on for which the --driver has -~ot 
developed the necessary habits of looking. The other driver in this situa
tien also contributes but usually for a different reason such as an unful
filled expectatien. 

Ignerance of co1lisien course23 covers a number of rather cemmon situa
tions in which drivers make unwarranted assUmptions about what seme other 
traffic unit will do. '1hese ate the subject of a separate report and so 
will not be discussed here. 

Recommendatienb for Reducing Accidents 

Although it was not a purpose of the case studies to make recemmenda
tiens for redUCing accidents, the task .of seeking contributing facters to 
specific accidents sets the machinery of imagination in metien toward that 
end. Hence, after' listing the facters derived frcm the accidents studied 
the inve,stigating. team centinued and set dewn what seemed te be necessary' 
to reduce the frequencY'with which these factors appeared in accident-caus
ing cembinatiens. Many .of these suggestions are for activities which are 
already being dene and sc serve .only te einphasize the need for centinuing and 
pessibly intensifying these practices. other ideas would be se expensive to 
put inte practice that there might be qUestion as tc whether the savings in 
accident costs weuldexceed the cest of preventive activity. 

Some of the facters derived were such that ne pr~ctical remedial actien 
cculd be thcught .of, Accidents invelving such facters must be contained by 
attacking other facters mere amenable. te contrel in the cembinatiens which 
cause accidents. ' 

These ideas abeut accident preventien are listed in detail in Recemmen
dations to Reduce Accidents. 26 

Future Develepments 

. This and . ether reperts en the. Expe.rimental Case Studies of Traffic Ac
cIdentshave been preparedte record~xperiences in this pilot project. 
'!be ,re~o~d has been macf,e mere ccmplete than tb.e reperts .of the fewprev'
I9uS SImIlar but less extensive projects. This was done so that in the 
future those whQ consider collecting and studYing data en accidents may 
~O\~, e,f the' preblem~ encountered and ideas deve loped as well as tb.e facts 
fOU~ld about accidents studied. 

,I ,,-

. The reader of these reports sheuld, therefore be able to draw his own 
conclusions from them. as te the directien future' accident data cellectien 

. s~eu~q take.f?uch a rea~er is entitled to medify his opinions accerding to 
hIS l~terestsIn and deSIres for data)Vhi~hmigb.t be accumulated by mere 
elaborate study of accidents. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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1 

I 
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The conclusions of ',those who have worked on the program mB3 be of some 
interest and will be briefly outlined here., These, conclusions do not 
represent the thinking of all who partiCipated in the project because a 
number'left for other work before this was written. Nor do they represent 
policy of the Traffic Institute 'where the, case studies were conducted. 

TWo Phases of Accident study 

To begin with, let us remember that stutjy of an accident to find factors 
contributing to it haS two phases: 

1. 

2. 

Data Collection by observation, measurement, and inquiry. 
cludes recording data. The object is to get facts. 

This in-

Interpretation of data which includes drawing infer.ences as to how 
and why the accidents happened. This includes accident reconstruc
tion. The object is to form opinions. 

Interpretation is definitely limited by the quality and quantity of the 
data collected. In other words, phasb lcould be extensive without any of 
phase 2, but none of phase 2 is possible without some of phase 1. This 
relationship is more fully described in a special report. 19 

Both phases may be done by the same investigator so far as he is able; 
each phase may be done bya different person, or there may be combinations. 
Either ,data collection or interpretation or both m83' be shalJed by two or 
more investigators. In the case studies, the same three investigators 
shared both data collection and interpretation. 

An accident study may have any of manY combinat ions of these two "in
gredients". standard police reports include a model?t amount of data col
lection but little or no interpretation. The case studies included consider
able amounts of both, but not nearly all that would be possible. 

possible Data Collect:f"on systems 

Assume that the object of accident 1nvest~gation is to accumulate c,BSe 
reports for study purpos~s and, that those reports may include interpreta
tion' as well as factual data. ',Much or all of the data collection could be 
done by technicians, depending on the complexity of the da.ta., some simple 
routine interpretation could be done by properly taught technicians, but 
beyond that all would have to be done by one or more scientists. 

From these possible combinations, m8.nY different'accident study systems 
could be planned. How far we go beyond present acc1dentreporting depends 
of what is wanted, in the case reports. A few possibilities: for extended 
investigation are: 

1.. ExpanSion of all police reports to' include additional factual in
formation. This would be ,a return to methods of the past, although 
possibly with better planning' for the additional data and its use. 

t 
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'2.' Include interpretation on police reports. This is now done in some 
,places. Its value depends on ability of the policeman to interpret. 
'!his ability' is que~t~onable.' . '" ' 

3. Supplementary data collected on temporary forms by all police on a 
limited basis for.specfalpurposes. This has, been done. 

4. ASSignment of selee'ted police' with special'training to collect 
additional data: 

5. Same with interpretation by police'. ' 

6. Extended d'ata collection by police or technicians with interpre-
tation by scientists. ' 

7. Both data, co~lection and interpretation by one scientist. 

8. Data collection and interpretation by a te~ of scientists, This is 
what was done in Case studies. 

'Ihe above possibilities are arranged in ord~r of increasing costs. The first 
and third of these will give additional useful data for statistica.l study. 
The second is not likely to produce very valuable conclusions unless the po
lice have had much special training, The last is likely to cost too much for 
collecting cases on the scale necessary. 

Practical considerations. police are reluctant now and will probably 
become more reluctant to spend additional time on collecting accident data. 
'!hey may be persuaded to do this if the data are useful and if it is on a 
temporary basis. On tne other hand, police have the adv~qtage of great 
accessibility to accidents, and they can do useful patrol when not engaged 
in accident investigation. 

Scientists are not likely to be happy just gathering routine factual data. 
Nor are they likely to be attracted from other work to accident study projects 
which will last only a few years. 

Sporadic efforts at studying accidents intensively are unlikeLY to amass 
sufficient .tmiformly collected data to evaluate the great number and variety 
of factors that contribut9 to traffic accidents. 

coordinated special studies within limitations of these practical con
siderations are possible. They seem to offer a practical means· for obtaining 
more information about various aspects of accidents. 'Ibis would involve co
operation between numerous agencies which, although uncommon, is not impos
sible. A continuing organization, probably attached to some parent organiza
tion rather than independent, would be required. This organization would be 
composed of representatives of police departments and others in a position to 

! 
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coll~ct.data about accldentsandtechnical people, who would use the data 
'collected. The organization would require services of, professional staff 
competent to specify exactly what data were needed, how it is to be in
terpreted, if' an at, and how it should' be,'recorded. ' 

This organl~a,tion wouid receive' ,or ,g~nerate ideas foi: speci~l studies 
of accidents. ' It would carry out a continuing program of sampling for 
various st\ldies. ,For this purpose it would sy.pply aUJiliary forms,:in
structions,and t:raining aids. In some resJ/dcts this would be, like an 
opinion polling organization. It would serve as a clearing house for 
requests to police agencies for, special :data collection", it could com
bine and consolidate special data cOllection in an effective way, specify 
sampling methods, distribute forms and store the gathered data. ,The '. 
organization would make the data'available to any who wished to study 
it or might summarize it directly. The program of data collection would 
be scheduled a year or more in advance so that there would be opportunity 
for collecting agencies to plan for, it. Financial requirements for such 
a ,special study planning,group would not be great, but continuity of 
activity over many years would be needed to make itasuccess~ 

Development of such a group need not stand in the way of, continuing' 
progresR in arialysis of jndivid\lal accidents and of instruments and 
methods for evaluating all aspects of personality as it contributes 
to accidents. ' 

" 




